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C141 Seek Cooperation 

Zhao Qian didn't want his colleagues to know too much, so he tried to coax 
him, "It's okay, this brat scraped my car. I just said a few words to him. You 

guys go up first, I'll go up after I'm done with him. " 

Zhao Qian quickly pulled Cheng Guilong to a place where no one was around 
to talk. 

"Are you going to tell me the truth? As long as you tell the truth, I promise I'll 

help you and your sister solve their problems. If you are manipulated, not 
only will your sister be sentenced, you will also be imprisoned. "You just got 
into university, and if you get canceled because of going to jail, your whole 
life will be ruined." Zhao Qian said honestly. 

This wasn't an alarmist. If these two sisters were to be manipulated, the only 
thing waiting for them would be a prison sentence. 

Cheng Guilong was quite frightened as he quickly cried and asked, ''Then I'll 

listen to you. Can you really save my sister and me? Do you have that much 

money? 11 

Zhao Qian laughed and replied, 11I just said, you were obviously tricked. As 
long as you give me the man's details and I promise to find him and hold him 

accountable, you won't have to pay back the money. As for your sister, she's 

got a big problem. As long as he could prove that the item was not hers, it 

would be easy to deal with. If she can't prove her innocence, I can only try to 

help her reduce her sentence. That's all I have to say. You decide what to do. 

Here's my card. You've decided to call me. However, it's best if it's not too 

long. Your sister can't wait. 11 

After saying that, Zhao Qian took out a name card and gave it to Cheng 

Guilong. Then, he turned around and walked into the building. 
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Cheng Guilong looked at Zhao Qian's back, not knowing who to trust. 

When Zhao Qj.an arrived at the company, his colleagues immediately started 
asking all at once. 

"Zhao Qj.an, how did you deal with it?" You 're so rich, don't tell me you're 
asking others for money? 11 

"Look at him, he's just a little brat. If you ask him for money, that would be a 
bit too much. 11 

"Exactly. "You have a lot of money anyways, so you don't need to pay that 
much." 

These people were full of compassion, and since nothing happened to them, 
they advised people to be magnanimous. If this matter were to happen to 
them, they would surely want to extort something from them. 

Zhao Qian smiled and replied, "He just got into university and his family 
wasn't well off, so I didn't make things difficult for him. I just scolded him a 
few times and let him go. Alright, let's get ready. When Mr Zhang arrives and 
sees you guys chatting again, he'll definitely be unhappy again. 11 

The moment Zhao Qian finished his sentence, Zhang Yang's voice sounded. 

"You' re talking bad about me again! Zhao Qj.an, you are not a kind person! If 
you have something to say in front of me, why are you blabbering behind my 

back? 11 Zhang Yang said unhappily. 

Zhao Qian knew he was making a fuss on purpose and didn't want to get 
entangled with him, so he said weakly, "Mr Zhang is right to teach you a 

lesson. I definitely won't talk about you behind your back in the future. 11 
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Zhang Yang snorted and said: "I won't bother with you this time, just be more 
careful in the future." Right, I asked you to develop a new customer, how are 
your preparations? I've just recruited a few technicians and I'm just worrying 
about not having any work to do. You'd better take good care of it. " 

"I'll go to Huanyou right now. As long as they have an order to make, I'll 
definitely get it." Zhao Qj.an said with confidence. 

"Hehe ... "That would be for the best. We previously agreed that if you can't 
get an order for Huanyou, then you will resign and not make things difficult 
for the company again. We're both men, you better not go back on your word. 
" Zhang Yang said proudly. 

Huanyou and Xingyuan were rivals, and were notoriously difficult to deal 
with. Zhang Yang believed that it was impossible for Zhao Qj.an to get the 
order from Huanyou, which also meant that Zhao Qj.an would have to leave 
the company soon. 

Every day, Zhang Yang dreamed of letting Zhao Qj.an leave, otherwise he 
would never be able to manage the company with his own business 

philosophy. 

Zhao Qian brought the prepared information with him and immediately set 

off for Huanyou. 

As a well-known company in the industry, Huanyou has always been known 
for its strict and callous nature. The people there had no "human feelings" 
and never paid much attention to pleasantries. They need you so they can give 
you a chance to meet and talk. If they don't need it, it doesn't matter what you 

ask for. 

As soon as Zhao Qian arrived at the Huanyou, he was stopped by the front 
desk clerk. 
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"Hello, what are you doing? What's the matter? " 

Although there was nothing wrong with her words, her tone was extremely 
impatient, making people uncomfortable. 

However, this was someone else's place after all, so Zhao Qi.an could only bear 
with it. 

"Hello, I'm looking for your manager. Can I trouble you to help me check?" 

Zhao Qian said very politely. 

The front desk girl looked Zhao Qi.an up and down, then replied with a look of 

disdain: "Sorry, I have to make an appointment in advance to see our 
manager." 

"I'm sorry about that. This is the first time I've come here looking for 
cooperation. I can't make an appointment. I'll make an appointment next 
time, okay? " Zhao Qi.an replied awkwardly. 

"That won't do! Without an appointment, the manager wouldn't see anyone. 

Go away, and don't interfere with my work here! " The front desk girl replied 

very impolitely. 

Just as Zhao Qi.an was about to try to fight for it again, a sweet voice sounded. 

"Zhao Qi.an, why are you here?" 

Zhao Qian looked towards the direction of the voice. It was a sweet looking 

girl. But he had never seen her before, how did she know his name was Zhao 

Qi.an? 

Just then, the front desk girl quickly bowed and greeted him, "Hello Miss Yun, 
why are you here? I'll call Director Liao right now. 11 
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Liao Xiaoyun smiled as she bade her farewells, saying, "No need, you're busy. 

I can handle it myself.11 Zhao Qian, what are you doing here? 11 

From the looks of it, this beautiful woman in front of him should be the 
daughter of Huanyou Owner, or at the very least a relative. However, Zhao 

Qian couldn I t remember where he had seen her before. 

The front desk girl said angrily: "Miss Yun doesn 1 t know, this person wants to 

see the manager. I didn't make an appointment and didn't say what I was 
going to do. I definitely couldn't let him in. " 

Liao Xiaoyun nodded and said with a smile, 11 1 came to greet him. Go ahead 

and do what you need to do.11 "Zhao Qian, come with me." 

Zhao Qian nodded and followed Liao Xiaoyun inside. The front desk girl was 
worried, so she called the boss to report the situation. 

Liao Xiaoyun was still in university, but she was the boss' daughter after all. 
She still had an office in the company. Therefore, she brought Zhao Qian to 

her office. 

"What do you want to drink? There I s a drink in the fridge. Take it yourself. 11 

Liao Xiaoyun greeted. 

Zhao Qian smiled and waved it off, saying, 11 Thank you, but no, I'm not 

thirsty. I don't think I ever added you. How did you know I was looking for 

money?" 

Liao Xiaoyun covered her mouth and laughed. She replied, 11At the ball last 

Friday night, you were in the limelight. How could I not know about you? I'm 

going too, but it's not that dazzling. 11 

Zhao Qian came to a realization and replied, "Oh, so that's how it is. I told you 

why I didn't remember you. However, aren't you being too low-key? A beauty 
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at your level, if you were to go around exchanging business cards with people 

like a normal person, you would definitely be deeply imprinted in my mind. I 
don't have any impression of you, which means I haven't even seen you." 

Liao Xiaoyun laughed happily and said, "You really know how to talk. I'm 

afraid your mouth didn't lie to a lot of girls, did it?" 

"Of course not. I never lie, much less lie to girls. Besides, what I said just now 

was the truth, and I'm not lying to you. 11 Zhao Qi.an replied seriously. 

Liao Xiaoyun laughed at his coaxing and then asked, "Then why did you come 
here today? What's the matter with Manager Li? " 

Now that he finally got down to business, Zhao Qian hurriedly sat up straight 
and replied seriously: "I'm at the game's Production Company office now, of 
course, this company also have my shares. I just wanted to see if your 
company had a chance to cooperate, so I wanted to see your manager. 11 

"Oh, that. How about this, you accompany me to the Ocean Palace for a day. 
Tomorrow, I'll personally bring you to see Manager Li. "How about it?" Liao 

Xiaoyun asked tentatively. 

Zhao Qian was confused and immediately asked: "Did I hear wrong? We just 

got to know each other and are still not familiar with each other yet, you want 

me to accompany you to the Ocean Palace? 11 

"Yes! 11 As long as you are willing, I promise to bring you to see Manager Li 

tomorrow. If you do well enough, I can even guarantee you a chance to 

cooperate. It's worth it, right? " Liao Xiaoyun said with a devilish smile. 

Although he didn't know what her intentions were, it didn't sound like there 
would be any problems. He could just go. 

"Sure! 11 Zhao Qi.an nodded and replied. 
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"Great, let's go now! 11 

r port 

Liao Xiaoyun then took her bag, pulled Zhao Qian and quickly walked out. 
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C142 They Are All Rich Second Generation 

Zhao Qian was pulled past the front desk by Liao Xiaoyun. Even the front desk 

girl was stunned. It had only been a short while, and they were already so 

intimate. 

As the daughter of the Huanyou owner, Liao Xiaoyun I s car was not simple 

either. It was a blue Lamborghini Hurricane, and Zhao Qjan 1s Jaguar could not 

even be considered a nanny car in front of it. 

1
1A fragrant carriage is matched with a beauty. Only such a beautiful carriage 

can match up to Miss Liao. 11 Zhao Qjan praised. 

Liao Xiaoyun laughed heartily at Zhao Qjan 1 s words and said, "You really 
know how to talk. I don't believe you even said you didn't lie to a girl. 1 1 

11 I 1 ve never lied to anyone before. If you don't believe me, there's nothing I 

can do. May I ask why we 1 re going to the Sea Pavilion? 1 1 Zhao Qjan asked 

curiously. 

Liao Xiaoyun giggled and said, 11Don 1 t ask yet. You'll know when we get there. 
Get in the car, we're going to be late. 11 

Zhao Qian nodded and quickly got on the car to head to the Ocean Palace. 

Such a cool car, it was the focal point all along the way. Zhao Qjan also had a 

Lamborghini in his garage, but he didn't like driving this kind of car at the 

moment because he didn 1 t want to be the center of attention. 

Soon, the two of them arrived at Ocean Library. After parking the car, Liao 

Xiaoyun made a call and walked in with Zhao Qjan. 

1 1 Xiaoyun, over here! 11 
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As the two of them hurried over, someone shouted for Liao Xiaoyun. 

Zhao Qian looked towards the direction of the voice and saw a group of 
youngsters waving at Liao Xiaoyun. He counted nine of them, four couples 
and a single girl. 

Zhao Qian now understood why Liao Xiaoyun let him come. Her friends were 
all in pairs. It would be awkward for her to come alone, so she had to find 
someone to follow her before she could look at her face. 

Liao Xiaoyun greeted her friends before introducing them, 11 Let me introduce 
my boyfriend, who just returned from America. He is currently in the midst of 
a business venture. In the future, you all must take good care of him. You are 
not allowed to bully him. 11

Zhao Qian was not surprised at all by such shocking words. He had already 
guessed Liao Xiaoyun I s intention just now, so there wasn 1 t anything to be 
surprised about. 

Liao Xiaoyun then said to Zhao Qian, 11 Zhao Qian, these are my good friends. 
You have to get along with them, understand?" 

She was worried that Zhao Qian wouldn 1 t cooperate, so when she spoke, she 
intentionally winked at him with a smile. 

Since they were already here, Zhao Qian didn't want to ruin Liao Xiaoyun' s 
mood, so he smiled and greeted everyone. 

"Hello everyone, my name is Zhao Qian. Please take care of me in the future." 

With that, Zhao Qian bowed to show his respect. But his friendliness did not 
gain theirs. 
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"Xiaoyun, are you alright? "Why would I find such a boyfriend?" 

"Exactly! He looked fine, but the family background wasn't good. Look at his 

clothes. He looks like a poor man. " 

"Xiaoyun, don't be so anxious just because we have a target. We can just find 

one. You can't be careless with matters of the heart. You must think it 
through.'' 

Obviously, everyone looked down on Zhao Qian and felt that he was not 
worthy of Liao Xiaoyun. 

Liao Xiaoyun immediately laughed softly and replied, ''You' re overthinking 
things. I'm really with him because I like him. I'm not here to compete with 
you. He really doesn't have much money right now, but my family doesn't 
lack it either. As long as he treats me well, my father will give me enough to 
live on. " 

Everyone was still unwilling to give up and continued to persuade Liao 
Xiaoyun. 

"But have you ever thought that since he's so poor, would your father agree to 

let you two be together?" 

"That's right, we have to find the right person to meet. If he's like this, you 

two won't get anywhere." 

"Xiaoyun, listen to our advice and quickly kick him out. I don't want you to be 

so sad that you won't be able to extricate yourself. " 

Liao Xiaoyun could only admire Zhao Qian because he had the guts to make a 

ruckus at a ball of that level. But it definitely did not rise to the level of 
adoration 
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Hearing her friends' persuasion, she felt it was too funny and couldn't help 
but cover her mouth and laugh. 

Zhao Qian's face was full of awkwardness. It wasn't that these people said he 
was poor, but that he wasn't Liao Xiaoyun's boyfriend at all, so he had to 
carry this reputation with him. 

Seeing Liao Xiaoyun's indifference, her female friends began to flaunt their 
boyfriends. 

Zhang Lili flaunted, "Xiaoyun, I'm not saying these things to stop you from 
falling in love, but rather I don't want to see you take the wrong path. "My 
boyfriend has a lot of pressure. As a real estate worker, any project he makes 
will cost billions of dollars." 

Wang Qing praised, "My boyfriend, Zhang Xu, my parents are in the furniture 
business, monopolizing almost the entire furniture market in the Hai Bei 
district." 

Zhang Min did not want to be outdone. She hugged her boyfriend and 
complimented him, "My boyfriend Wang Qian. His family works in finance, 
so he needs money the most. II 

Chen Xiaoxi was even more straightforward, saying, "My boyfriend, Qian 
Ming, has already opened more than 30 restaurants in this city. This 
boyfriend of yours probably hasn't even been to 30 or so restaurants to eat, so 
how can we compete? " 

The only girl who was single was also straightforward, "Let's not talk about 
my boyfriend's family, Feiyu Group's future successor. He was now in charge 
of Flying Fish Group, the third largest live broadcast platform in the country. 
The Feiyu was about to go on the market, at that time he would have more 
than ten times the wealth. When will this boyfriend of yours be able to earn a 
million dollars? '' 
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Zhao Qian could bear to see the first few people flaunting their skills. This Wu 
Qj.an's boyfriend was actually Yang Ming. Hehe, this grandson changed prey 
again. 

Zhao Qian looked at Liao Xiaoyun with a smile that was not a smile. She 
smiled at him guiltily. It seemed like she wanted him to come here on purpose 
because of Wu Qian. 

Just then, Zhang Lili's boyfriend said, "Hello! What do you do? How dare he 
be together with Xiaoyun? Everyone in our industry has better conditions 
than you, but none of them dared to have any feelings for her. How dare you 
be her boyfriend? So what if the United States came back? Wasn't it still 
working for others? How much is your monthly salary? Can you afford her? " 

"Raise my ass!" Look at his clothes, they add up to no more than a thousand. 
Xiaoyun has a dress worth over a hundred thousand gold coins, how would he 
raise her?'' Zhang Lili said sarcastically. 

The others wanted to continue, but Zhao Qj.an didn't want to hear it. He 
quickly stopped them and said, "Everyone, it's better to live a good life. You 
don't have to worry about the matters between Xiaoyun and me. It's my 
personal habit to dress casually, and it has nothing to do with my abilities and 
character. So what if her clothes were bright and beautiful? "Whether it's 
trash or trash, whether it's a human or a human, dressing up doesn't change 
a person's quality." 

"Xiaoyun, I don't think he can fit into our circle. You should just let him go." 

"Yes!" We also do not welcome people like him to come in, it is too 
disrespectful. '' 

"You really have to consider our suggestion. You can't be stupid when you 
shouldn't be." 
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There was no end to these people. Zhao Qj.an's temper was rising. He didn't 
know much about the others, but since Wu Qj.an's boyfriend was Yang Ming, 
he might as well cut off her. 

Seeing Zhao Qian's bad expression, Liao Xiaoyun knew that he was going to 
make a move and quickly held his hand. 

"You guys have had enough! To say that I have a boyfriend in front of me is 
not good, that's not good, what do you mean? Are you doubting my ability to 
judge people? If you say anything bad about him, I'll get angry! Humph! If we 
go, should we go in and play? 11

Liao Xiaoyun held Zhao Qj.an I s arm and walked away after she said that. The 
others sighed and shook their heads before helplessly following her. 

"Hey! 11 You guys go in first. I'll wait for my boyfriend. Buy a ticket for us! 11 

Wu Qian shouted. 

Zhao Qian chuckled and' asked, "You called me over when you knew Yang 
Ming was coming, did you do that on purpose?" 

"Hee hee ... 11 You see. That Wu Qj.an relied on her dad being the bank president 
to feel superior, I just don't like her. When her boyfriend arrives, you better 
teach them a good lesson. I promise to get you the order tomorrow, and it's 
not a small order. "How about it? 11 Liao Xiaoyun said with a smile. 

Zhao Qian felt that this condition was pretty good. He was here to negotiate 
cooperation and request an order. If she could guarantee the order, it 
wouldn't matter if he went mad with her for a day. 
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C143 Who Should Apologize 

Soon, the group arrived at the ticket office. Liao Xiaoyun paid for all the 

tickets and everyone waited at the resting area for Wu Qj.an and Yang Ming. 

Ten minutes later, Wu Qian walked over while holding Yang Ming's arm. 

11Here we come. Have you bought us a ticket? 1
1 Wu Qj.an asked with a smile.

It was hard for Liao Xiaoyun to hide the joy in her heart. She couldn't wait to 
see the conflict between Zhao Qj.an and Yang Ming. 

110f course, you can't forget who you forgot about, and you can't forget about 
Miss Wu I s ticket as well. 11

Liao Xiaoyun replied with a smile, then gave Wu Qj.an two tickets. 

Wu Qian took the tickets and said, 1
1Thank you. 11 Xiaoyun, you're a good girl,

but you don't have a good eye for people. 11Yang Ming, let me introduce you to 
Xiaoyun's newly acquired poverty-stricken boyfriend. 11 

1
1 Sure. 11 Yang Ming replied in a serious manner. 

Zhao Qian had his back facing him the whole time, so he finally turned 

around. 

"Young Master Yang, what a coincidence. I didn't expect to meet you here. We 

were fated to meet. If you were a girl, I would have slept with you. After all, 

with such fate, we can't fail to live up to the will of heaven. 11 Zhao Qj.an said 

with an evil smile. 

Yang Ming was confused and shouted, 11Why is it you? Why are you here? 

You're Liao Xiaoyun's new boyfriend? Didn't you already have sex with Wang 
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Jing? Two boats with one foot? " 

Zhao Qian chuckled and replied, "I came here to play with my girlfriend, just 
like you. As for whether I'm two-timing or not, Young Master Yang doesn't 
have to worry about that. 11 

"Aren't you afraid that Wang Jing will panic with you if she knows about it?" 
Yang Ming asked with a hint of threat. 

"If you don't say it, or I don't say it, how would she know? Unless, Young 
Master Yang, you're a woman with a long tongue, and you speak ill of others 
behind their backs, she will definitely know about it. "Zhao Qi.an said with a 
smile. 

Yang Ming rolled his eyes in anger and stopped. 

Everyone was stunned. They actually knew each other. 

Wu Qian asked curiously, "How do you know him? What kind of relationship 
do you have with someone as low as him? 11

Yang Ming didn't dare to speak the truth, so he could only make it up: "It's 
just a little friction with him in business, he really isn't a good person. Forget 
it, let's not get upset because of him. Let's quickly go in and play. " 

"Wait a minute, let's get this straight. Who is this Wang Jing you 're talking 
about? " Wu Qj.an continued to ask 

"His girlfriend is the big miss of Huaying Group." Yang Ming replied with a 
bit of heartache. 

"Alright, you diaosi, so you are a professional pretty boy. You are just trying 
to seduce a rich young miss, aren't you just trying to cheat me? Xiaoyun, look, 
this is the person you have your eyes on. Isn't this a shameless swindler? " 
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Wu Qian pointed at Zhao Qian rudely. 

Zhao Qian was not prepared to start a conflict with Yang Ming, nor was he 
interested in arguing with a woman like Wu Qian. He smiled and replied, 
"Miss Wu, be more polite when you speak. If you don't have evidence, don't 
talk nonsense. If you lose your identity as a young miss of a rich family, 

people will think that you are a shrew. " 

"Who are you calling a bitch?" Wu Qian roared. 

"Whoever thinks themselves to be a shrew, then I'll call them a shrew." Zhao 
Qian replied mercilessly. 

"Xiaoyun, do you still care? If you don't care, I'll do it for you! " Wu Qian 
roared. 

Yang Ming quickly patted Wu Qian's back and comforted her, "Don't be 
angry. Why are you angry at a vulgar person like him? He was originally a 
poor guy, but he was lucky enough to win the lottery. "Oh right, his ex
girlfriend also gave him a green hat because he was poor, so she decided to be 
good to his boss." 

"Haha ... " 

Everyone laughed. 

"So you have such an experience!" However, don't blame other girls for 

giving you the green hat, you poor bastard, it's hard to survive in a place like 

Donghai City. " 

"That's right, every inch of land is worth a lot of money, and a house is worth 
millions, or even tens of millions. You can 1 t even give him a home, so what 
right do I have to have him follow you? 11 
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"Haha ... " 

As they talked, they burst out laughing again. 

Today, Zhao (Van's state of mind was no longer the same as six years ago. 
Those five years of suffering hadn't gone to waste, and they had indeed 
helped him grow a lot. 

Even if these people spoke badly, he was not going to start a fight with them. 
He just wanted to finish the mission and leave tomorrow after taking the 
order. 

But Liao Xiaoyun wouldn't allow it. She had called him over to compare Wu 
(Van's boyfriend to humiliate Wu Qj.an while she was at it. 

But now, before she could humiliate Wu Qj.an, Zhao Qj.an was humiliated 
again and again. She felt that it was too embarrassing. 

Liao Xiaoyun looked back at Zhao Qj.an and said angrily, "I don't care if you 
have an ex-girlfriend or if I can put up with having you on board, as long as 
you break up with her immediately. But aren't you angry at him for saying 
that? You' re my boyfriend, and being humiliated by others is the same as 
being humiliated by me. "Do you love me that much?" 

"Start now? Isn't it too early? You still have the mood to play later on? " Zhao 
Qj.an asked in confusion. 

The others didn't understand what the two were saying and just looked at the 
two of them in shock. 

"Humph! 11 I'm not in a good mood right now. I'm not interested in going in. 
"Forget it, I'm going home. Don't look for me tomorrow, and don't look for 
me in the future either!" 
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After Liao Xiaoyun said that, she stood up to leave. Zhao Qian quickly pulled 

her back. 

If he didn't look for her tomorrow, it meant he had to give up the order. Zhao 

Qian had come all the way here just for the order. 

"Alright, alright, alright. I'll help you vent your anger." That. .. "Young Master 

Yang, you angered my girlfriend. Hurry up and apologize to her." Zhao Qian 
said to Yang Ming very seriously. 

With this said, everyone burst into laughter. 

"No ... " Brother dei, where did you get the confidence to say such words? Do 
you know who he is? Who do you think you are, the future successor of Feiyu 
Group? Zhang Min's boyfriend Wang Qian asked. 

"Haha ... " Perhaps he has already lost his sense of superiority, and is unable 
to distinguish between reality and dreams. He thinks that he is truly a person 
of the upper class. "Wang Qing's boyfriend, Zhang Xu, answered. 

The others were mocking Zhao Qian for overestimating himself. 

Wu Qian was even more ruthless. She directly scolded him, "You idiot, do you 

really take yourself seriously? Liao Xiaoyun, it's not that I don't want to give 
you face, it's just that your useless boyfriend is too hateful. I can't continue to 
give you face! I'll tell you right now, I'll give him a slap, or you can do it for 

me. "Otherwise, I'll go back and tell my dad to inform the bank's president 

that he's cut off your company's loan." 

This was the reason why Wu Qian dared to be so arrogant and despotic among 

this group of rich second generations. It was because her father was the 
president, so he could decide the fate of these rich second generation 
companies. 
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No matter how big a company is, it cannot leave the bank without a loan. Big 
companies like Wanda still owe banks hundreds of billions of dollars. 

If the bank cut off the loan, or even the emergency recovery, it would bring a 

lot of trouble to the company. There is a risk of bankruptcy and liquidation 
because loans and interest will not be repaid. 

Liao Xiaoyun was, after all, still a student of the university, so it was relatively 
simple for her to consider such matters. She had not expected Wu Qi.an to 
threaten her with such a matter. 

If she didn't hit Zhao Qi.an, with Wu Qjan's personality, she would definitely 
do something like breaking the loan for Huanyou. 

However, she wasn't even sure what would happen if she hit Zhao Qian. 
Someone who dared to go head to head with the Yang Family father and son 
father, how could he let this go? 

The others were all smiling, waiting to see Zhao Qian become a joke. For 
someone as different as a beggar, wanting to join their circle was simply 
wishful thinking. He wanted to insult their dignity and lower their status. 

Zhao Qian was neither angry nor angry. He looked at Yang Ming indifferently 
and asked, "Young Master Yang thinks I should be slapped like this?" 

Yang Ming was afraid of Zhao Qi.an psychologically. After all, he had a 

weakness. 

"Don't blame Xiao Qi.an. If you were a bit more polite with your words, she 

wouldn't make things difficult for you. 11 Say sorry to her, and I promise she
won't pursue it. 11 Yang Ming replied guiltily. 

"Haha ... 11 Young Master Yang was afraid that he wasn't crazy. I told you to
apologize to my girlfriend, but you didn't apologize. Now you actually want 
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me to apologize to your girlfriend? "Do you think that I can't suppress you? 
Or do you think that you are too arrogant to dare to speak to me in such a 

manner!" 

After saying that, Zhao Qian took out his phone and called out his photo 

album. He even showed it to Yang Ming on purpose. 

Yang Ming was instantly terrified. If this group of people saw Huang 
Darning's picture of him using drugs, then Feiyu would be finished. 

"Xiaoqian, I think you should apologize to him. Let's not lower ourselves to 
this kind of people, in case we lose our identities. 11 

The moment Yang Ming said this, the scene became deathly silent. 
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C144 Don't Bother with Him 

This group of rich second generations only wanted to humiliate and humiliate 
Zhao Qian. They never thought that Yang Ming would ask Wu QJ.an to 
apologize to him. 

Wu Qian was enraged and shouted, "Did I hear that wrong? You want me to 
apologize to him? You are humiliating me! What do you think I am?" 

Yang Ming quickly quibbled, "Look, everyone is looking at us. If we had a 
fight with him here, how embarrassing would it be if someone took a picture 
of us surfing the internet? Who we are and who he is. Do you think it would be 
better to apologize to him, or to be discussed by the people of the country?" 

Zhao Qian couldn't help but laugh. Yang Ming also found a good reason to do 
so. 

Wu Qian didn't know if it was because' her IQ was low or if she was really high 
enough to believe Yang Ming's lies. 

"You 're right. We possess esteemed statuses, so we can't lower ourselves to 
such a level. If we were to be filmed online, how would we meet people in the 

future? "Just take it as I pity your humble pride. Sorry." Wu Qian said with a 

look of disdain. 

No matter if Wu QJ.an was sincere in apologizing or not, Liao Xiaoyun' s 

mission was accomplished. 

Zhao Qian said to Liao Xiaoyun helplessly, "Are you satisfied now?" 

"I'm not too satisfied, but it's still okay. I'm not an unreasonable person, so 
let's just forget about it." Let's go in and play. " Liao Xiaoyun said innocently. 
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Zhao Qian couldn't figure out what kind of person Liao Xiaoyun was. She 
looked innocent and cute. But it also made people think that she was very 
scheming and had different intentions. 

Zhao Qian naturally didn't care about what kind of person Liao Xiaoyun was. 
What he cared about was whether she would go back on her word or not. What 
happened tomorrow did not count. 

The group entered the Ocean Palace, looking at the various sea creatures. All 
of them were busy taking photos to cherish their memories. 

Zhao Qian came to this kind of place several times a month when he was 
young. He knew exactly what was in it. 

However, this group of people thought that he had never been to the Ocean 
Palace and had never seen these sea creatures before, so they wanted to show 
off in front of him. 

11Xiaoyun1 s boyfriend, do you know what this is? 11 Zhang Lili asked. 

Zhao Qian looked at the jellyfish in the glass and almost couldn't hold back 
his laughter. Resisting a smile, he shook his head and replied, 11I don't know. 
Do you know what this is? 11

11Haha ... 11 

Everyone laughed. 

11 He I s really poor. This must be the first time he I s come to a place like this, 
right?" It would be weird if they knew! 1

1 Wu Qian couldn't help but mock him. 

Zhao Qian ignored her and walked to the side to watch the fish by himself. 
Everyone followed him when they saw him looking at the fish. 
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"Yang Ming, do you know what kind of fish that is?" Wu Qj.an asked, pointing 

to the fish. 

Yang Ming smiled and replied: "This is called the angler fish, we are 

commonly known as the angler fish. It is generally found in tropical and 
subtropical deep sea waters and is distributed throughout the Atlantic, Pacific 
and Indian oceans. " 

Wu Qian clapped her hands in admiration, "Wow, you're too awesome. You 

know so much. I didn't realize you were so knowledgeable before. " 

"Hehe ... " When I was young, I often came to places like this. Yang Ming said 
with pride. 

At this time, Zhang Lili pointed to the Rainbow Fairy Fish and asked, "Wow, 
this fish is really pretty. "Tension, what kind of fish is that?" 

Tension immediately replied seriously, "This is called the Seven-colored 
Immortal Fish, originally from the Amazon River Basin of the Americas, 
belonging to the Tropical Fish family. ''Now it has been artificially reared in a 

variety of colors, such as blue, gold, brown, and so on." 

"You can, you know so much. 11 Seems like you are not only busy with earning 
money, you have also read quite a few books, right?" Zhang Lili asked 

proudly. 

"When I'm free, I'll read a few. I, as a person, place more emphasis on 
improving my cultivation and quality." When others are playing games, I like 
to read books and write. 11 The tension was very posturing. 

Zhang Lili had a blissful expression on her face as she held onto Tension, 
praising, 11 I knew I was right, hehe ... 11 

II II 
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Zhao Qian and Liao Xiaoyun watched them perform. After everyone displayed 
their abilities, without any surprise, they targeted Zhao Qj.an once again. 

How could it seem that he was very formidable? Naturally, it was to find a 

piece of trash to serve as a foil. 

These people's thoughts were surprisingly consistent, using Zhao Qjan's 
ignorance as a contrast to their vast knowledge. 

It was still Wu Qian, the headstrong and headstrong person, who made the 
first move. She pointed to a large fish tank and asked, "Xiaoyun's boyfriend, 
do you know what kind of fish that is?" 

The others immediately laughed. 

"Wu Qj.an, you should also find a more common fish for him to guess at. He 
has never even heard of this fish before, how can he guess? 11 

"Yeah, he's Xiaoyun's boyfriend. Hitting a dog still depends on the owner. 
You have to give Xiaoyun face." 

"Right, let's change it to a different breed. He definitely doesn't know that. 1
1 

II II 

Zhao Qian immediately recognized that it was the Six-Spotted Spiked Fish. 

However, he didn't want to be serious with this group of people, so he shook 

his head to say that he didn't know. 

But at this moment, Liao Xiaoyun took the initiative and said, 11 If you ask him 

that, then there is nothing he doesn't know. How could he not know about 
such a simple thing? 11 Zhao Qian, tell them what kind of fish this is and let 
them expand their knowledge as well. 11 
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Liao Xiaoyun 's attitude was clear as to let Zhao Qian compete with them. 

Zhao Qian nodded and said, "This is called the Six-Spotted Spiked Fish. It is 
known as the Radiopterygidae, Fugu, Bidentate, and is commonly known as 

the Cucurbiturus." Tropical marine bottom fish, mainly dwelling in shallow 
sea reef areas ... " 

Zhao Qian almost introduced the evolution of this kind of fish in one breath. It
was so detailed that no one could believe their own ears. 

Wu Qian said, unconvinced, "After saying so much, who knows if it's true or 
not! No one knows if you' re telling the truth. " 

Liao Xiaoyun said tit for tat, "Wu Qian, what do you mean by this? You're 
going against me, aren't you? Your boyfriend is right. Is what my boyfriend 
says wrong? If you search online, won't you know that he is right? Would you 
please stop talking about numbers?" 

Everyone was worried that Liao Xiaoyun and Wu Qian would clash with their 
zhenqi, so they quickly tried to smooth things over and lead everyone to see 

other animals. 

Zhao Qian deliberately slowed his pace and walked to the back by himself. 
After a while, Yang Ming also slowed down his pace and waited for Zhao Qian. 

"Today we are just here to have fun. If you can't afford conflict, then don't get 
into conflict. Also, don't just take out the photo in your hand, okay? What if 
someone saw? Do you know what the consequences will be? " Yang Ming 
muttered. 

Zhao Qian didn't think so and replied, "If you don't provoke me, I won't 
intentionally make things difficult for you. If she dares to be rude to me again, 
I will make her, and you, feel embarrassed in front of everyone. If you dare 
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say another word in front of me, I will immediately expose all my photos and 

videos and not even my Feiyu can be released in this lifetime! 11 

Yang Ming was scared and angry at the same time. However, he could only 

submit to Zhao Qian and said, "I will pay attention. Don't worry. 11 

After saying that, Yang Ming quickly caught up with the group. He had to keep 

an eye on Wu Qian and not let her argue with Zhao Qian again. 

"What did you tell him?" Wu Qian asked. 

Yang Ming smiled perfunctorily and replied, "Nothing, I was just warning 

him to stop messing around, our patience is limited. We won't easily argue 
with him, but that doesn't mean we won't. If he continues to annoy us, he will 
never have a good ending. 11 

Wu Qian looked at Yang Ming with admiration and replied with a smile, "It's 

better if you think carefully. If he dares to anger me again, I really will hit 

him.'' 

Yang Ming hugged Wu Qian and comforted her, "Alright, alright, we're here 

to play. There's no need to be angry about that kind of person and have a bad 

mood. There's the bottom of the sea ahead for us to see, let's go and take a 

look " 

"Yes." Wu Qian replied with a blissful expression. 

Holding hands, the two headed straight for the underwater world. 
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C145 Bet 

Liao Xiaoyun walked up to Zhao Qian and asked softly, "What did Yang Ming 
tell you just now? 11 

Zhao Qian replied expressionlessly, "He begged me not to get into a conflict 

with Wu Qian, he will do his best to look at her. "Don't let me get into a 

conflict with them. No matter what, you are all friends. This is too boring." 

Liao Xiaoyun chuckled a few times and replied, "You can't blame me for this. 

If you want to blame something, blame yourself for being unlucky. But today 
you came to ask for help." I was going to call the company's project manager. 
He was handsome and obedient. However, since you've delivered yourself up 
to me, I won't hold back Today, your mission is to anger Wu Qj.an to death. 
Tomorrow, I will give you an order. 11 

"I don't understand. You don't like her, so you don't have to be friends with 
her. "Why is that?" Zhao Qian asked in confusion. 

From Zhao Qj.an's point of view, since they were friends, then they must be a 
group of people who shared similar interests and interests. People like them, 
scheming and scheming, openly and covertly fighting, they couldn't even be 

called friends. 

Liao Xiaoyun replied with a wronged expression, "You think I want to. Her 

dad is the president of Bank of China, if we don't get on good terms with him, 

it will be difficult for our company to expand the loan in the future. Actually, 

everyone in our circle can't stand her arrogance. It's just that everyone's goal 

is the same, so we can only try our best to endure. As long as we don't fall out, 

it's fine to just fight. " 

In the end, it was just for money. Zhao Qj.an could choose who he wanted to be 
friends with because he didn't need to worry about money. 
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However, Liao Xiaoyun couldn't do it. She had to think for the company's 
interests. She could only be wronged by being friends with people she didn't 
like. 

The group of people quickly reached the white whale Pavilion. There were still 

five minutes until the next performance, so they found seats to sit and wait. 

Soon, the performance began and the audience applauded happily. Wu Qian 

suddenly had an idea. She wanted to touch the white whale and ask Yang Ming 
to think of a way. 

Yang Ming nodded with a smile and said, "No problem, I'll go talk to the 
person in charge." 

Wu Qian nodded happily and said, "Alright." Do you want to touch it? "If you 
want, you can tell me. I'll have Yang Ming help you fight for a chance." 

The others quickly thanked Wu Qian and Yang Ming, but Zhao Qj.an and Liao 
Xiaoyun did not have any reaction. 

Wu Qian became unhappy and asked coldly, "Liao Xiaoyun, don't you want to 

touch it?" 

Liao Xiaoyun shook her head nonchalantly, grabbed Zhao Qian' s hand and 

replied, "I don't want to. "What's there to touch? You might as well be 

touching my boyfriend's hand. 11 

Everyone laughed. 

"What's so good about his hand? "One look at his hands and it's obvious that 
he's doing rough work Even if you give me 100 million, I still won't be able to 
do it." Wu Qj.an said with a disdainful expression. 
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Liao Xiaoyun was unhappy again and said, "You think you can touch him? It's 
not that I'm looking down on you, but if you give him 100 million, he won't 
even let you touch it. 

"What a joke, don't even think about a hundred million. If I give him ten 
thousand, he'll take the initiative to ask me to touch it. Do you believe me?" 
Wu Qian replied with a disdainful expression. 

Liao Xiaoyun pushed Zhao Qjan forward a little and said, "Sure, give him ten 
thousand now. See if he wants it or not. 11 

Zhao Qian was about to go crazy. Weren't these two retarded people? To be 
able to cause a ruckus with such a small matter, what kind of f* eking friend 
was this, what was the point? 

Yang Ming was worried that Wu Qjan had angered Zhao Qian, so he quickly 
stepped forward to stop her. 

"Xiao Qj.an, alright, didn't we agree not to lower ourselves to him? There are 
even more people here. Do you want to appear in the same video as him? 11 

Wu Qian snorted coldly and did not say another word. 

Yang Ming held Wu Qian gently and comforted her, "Alright, alright ... 11 I'll go 
to the person in charge now and let you find out right away. "Just wait for me 
obediently." 

"Alright, I'll wait for you. Hurry up." Wu Qjan replied tenderly. 

Zhao Qian felt weak and wanted to sit down and rest. But Liao Xiaoyun made a 
fuss again and said to him: 11 Zhao Qian, I want to touch the white whale too ... 
No, I want to stand atop the white whale. "Go and arrange something for me." 

Zhao Qian was about to go crazy as he stared at her speechlessly. 
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Wu Qian and the rest immediately burst out laughing. This was the funniest 
joke they had heard in the past year. 

"Liao Xiaoyun, I didn't hear wrong, right? You want a worker to arrange for 

you to stand on the body of a white whale? Haha ... Are you really planning to 

take advantage of me this year? 11 Wu Qian mocked her mercilessly. 

"Xiaoyun, you are really a mystery man. With his current condition, why 

would he help you apply for the chance to stand on the white whale's side? " 
Zhang Lili asked. 

"That's right. He is not one of us. He cannot do what we can. You can't ask 
him with our ability, or you'll despair of this man." Wang Qj.ng reminded. 

"Humph! 11 It would be better if he lost hope, then he would be able to get out. 
I feel too ashamed to play with such a person. Fortunately, I was not seen by 

my other friends, or else I would have been laughed at to death by them! "Wu 
Qj.an said in a mocking tone. 

II II 

Everyone started to despise Zhao Qj.an again, they just looked down on him 
for not being a rich second generation or a government second generation. A 

worker is not fit to fit into their circle. 

Liao Xiaoyun definitely wouldn't miss this chance to slap Wu Qj.an's face. She 

immediately said, "Zhao Qj.an, if you 're still a man, then go and arrange it for 

me right now. Otherwise, I'll despise you for the rest of my life. Don't come to 

me tomorrow, I don't want to see you. " 

Zhao Qian could not tolerate Liao Xiaoyun any longer. He was not someone 

who could tolerate others and play with him again and again. 
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"This is the last time. If you do this again, I'm leaving." Zhao Qj.an 

threatened. 

"Alright!" You can go, as long as you have arranged for me to go! " Liao 

Xiaoyun replied with an indifferent expression. 

Zhao Qian nodded, turned around and walked out. 

z r port 

"Yo!" He really went to lose face? "Don't go, you came with us, your disgrace 

will also disgrace us!" 

"Exactly! Xiaoyun, quickly call him back. It would be too embarrassing if he 

were to get into a fight with them. " 

"We also have the same attitude. If, by any chance, he comes into conflict 

with someone else, don't blame us for not giving you face. We can pretend 
that we don't know him." 

Liao Xiaoyun smiled confidently, "Doh't worry, he won't get into conflict 
with anyone. Furthermore, I believe that he can do it. Just wait and see me 

floating above the white whale. " 

Everyone shook their heads and sighed. 

"Sigh ... 11 My mind was clouded by love." 

"It's true that a woman in love has zero IQ" 

"It has nothing to do with us anyway, we'll just wait and see a good show." 

Zhang Lili and the rest said helplessly. 

Wu Qian suddenly thought of something and smiled at Liao Xiaoyun. "Liao 

Xiaoyun, since you have so much faith in him, do you dare to make a bet with 
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me?" 

Liao Xiaoyun nodded confidently and replied, "Of course. What do you want 
to bet? 11 

"If he can get you to drift on top of the white whale, I'll give him a hundred 
thousand. If not, you or I will slap him. You don't mind, right? "Wu Qj.an said 
with a look of disdain. 

"Tsk, your 100,000 is really huge. You are the daughter of the branch 
president after all. In our circle, don't you think it's shameful to take out a 
hundred thousand yuan to make a bet? 11 Liao Xiaoyun replied with a look of 
disdain. 

Wu Qian thought she was not worse off than this bunch of rich second 
generations, so she asked, 11 Sure, how much do you think you should bet? 11

"You won't be able to take it out even if you have more. It's a million." At the 
very least we'll have to buy a car, won·1t we? " Liao Xiaoyun replied with a 
provocative expression. 

Wu Qian was still able to take out a hundred thousand yuan herself. But a 
million wouldn't do. She had to ask her parents for it. 

However, she wasn't afraid, because she felt that Zhao Qian definitely didn't 
have the ability to make Liao Xiaoyun stand on the white whale I s back. 

"One million is not a problem, but one slap isn't worth that much money. At 
least ten! 11D0 you dare?" 

"No problem!" "It's a deal! 11 

After Liao Xiaoyun said that, she shook hands with Wu Qj.an . 
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C146 Impossible 

When the others saw that there was a good show to watch, they all laughed 
happily. Their thoughts were the same as Wu Qian I s. Zhao Qj.an couldn't 
possibly have the ability to make Liao Xiaoyun stand on the white whale I s
back. 

"Xiao Qj.an, you have won this bet! 11 

"That's right. If that guy had so much ability, he wouldn't have such a 
poverty-stricken appearance." 

"As the saying goes, wearing the dragon robe doesn't make you look like a 
crown prince. You I re talking about people like him. This has nothing much to 
do with how you dress up, but what's important is your appearance and 
temperament. 11 

II II 

The group of people ignored Liao Xiaoyun I s feelings and started to make
arrangements for Zhao Qj.an. 

Liao Xiaoyun wasn't angry. Firstly, Zhao Qian was not her boyfriend, so there 
was no need to be angry. Secondly, she believed that with Zhao Qj.an's ability, 
he could definitely make her stand on the white whale Is back

Five minutes later, Yang Ming came back and said to Wu Qj.an with a smile, 
"Xiao Qj.an, I have discussed this with the person in charge. He will 
communicate with the tutors, and later on, they will call your name, and you 
can go touch the white whale. 11 

"Hee hee ... 11 Great, I love you so much! 1
1Wooo ... 11 
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Wu Qian hugged Yang Ming and kissed him. Immediately, the people beside 

them started to joke around. 

"This is too much." This is too much. 

"There's a sour smell of love in the air." 

"Young Master Yang, did you arrange something for us?" 

"Yeah, we want to touch it too." 

Yang Ming replied proudly, "Of course, you are all Xiao Qian's friends, which 
is also my friends. I will naturally arrange everything well for you. However, 
Little Qian has to go up alone before the both of you can go up together. After 
all, she is unique to me. 11 

Yang Ming's flirting skills were first-class as well. With just a few words, he 
managed to make Wu Qian unable to differentiate between the north and the 

south. 

Wu Qian boasted proudly to Liao Xiaoyun, "Did you see that? This is the 
ability that someone in our circle should have. Does your useless boyfriend 
have that ability? It would be useless for him to go. " 

Liao Xiaoyun maintained her smile but did not reply. 

Yang Ming asked in confusion: "What? Zhao Qian also went? But I saw him 

talking on the phone at the ticket checker. " 

"Haha ... 11 

Everyone laughed. 

11 It seems like he knows his own abilities and is embarrassed to disgrace 
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himself, so he can only waste his time at the ticket check When he comes 
back, he 1 11 tell us that he tried his best. In fact, he doesn't even see the person
in charge. 11 Wu Qian said in a mocking tone. 

"Haha ... 11 

The crowd burst into laughter again, causing the spectators to look over. 

The smile on Liao Xiaoyun's face gradually disappeared, as she too felt 
somewhat guilty. 

"Did I overestimate his strength? But for someone to be able to be friends 
with Fifth Uncle, they shouldn't be too bad, right? If he can't even get the 
relationship between Ocean Palace and us, then what right does he have to be 
friends with Fifth Uncle? 11 

Liao Xiaoyun thought to herself. The more she thought about it, the more 
doubtful she felt. 

Everyone could see that Liao Xiaoyun's expression was a little uncomfortable, 
so they smiled and comforted her. It was not too late to see that trash's 

abilities clearly. 

At this moment, Zhao Qian returned. 

"Alright, I've made my arrangements. The trainer will call you by name later, 
you can go up if you dare. 11 Zhao Qian said seriously. 

Zhao Qian felt that he was done, so he sat down to rest. But Wu Qian and the 
others hadn't mocked him yet, so how could they let him rest? 

"Oh oh oh, this act sure looks like it! 11 Excuse me, are you calling the mayor 
for ten minutes at the ticket checker? 11 
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"Little Min, don't use such a suspicious tone to talk about people. What if 

they' re really calling the mayor? " 

"Can she call the mayor? Could it be that I've just received a low guarantee 

and am grateful to the government? " 

"Haha ... " 

No matter how disdainful Zhao Qian was towards them, he could not hold 

back his anger at this moment. 

"Your mouths stink, I think we better not pollute those pure white white 
whale." 

After saying that, Zhao Qian walked to the side and made a call. Then, he 
came back and sat down. 

No matter what they said, Zhao Qian ignored them. 

Liao Xiaoyun was upset. She shouted at Wu Qian and the others, "Can you all 
shut up and keep talking nonstop? Don't you feel annoyed yourself?" 

Everyone saw that Liao Xiaoyun was obviously feeling guilty, so they didn't 
say anything. Wu Qian already felt that she had definitely won. She was 

thinking how to slap Zhao Qian even harder. 

After a while, Wu Qian said to Liao Xiaoyun, "Liao Xiaoyun, shouldn't we 

fulfill our wager? "Say it, are you going to fight, or should I?" 

Zhao Qian asked with a puzzled expression: "What bet?" 

Wu Qian looked at Zhao Qian with disdain and said provocatively: "We will bet 

that if you can't make her float on the back of the white whale, I will slap you 

in the face. Now, I want to make my move, and stretch out my face! " 
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Zhao Qian looked at Liao Xiaoyun angrily and asked, "What right do you have 
to bet me?" 

"Aiya, just playing. Why are you being so serious? I believe you, that's why I 
made this bet with her. Who would have thought that you would fail and 
betray my trust? You still have the nerve to be mean to me? " Liao Xiaoyun 
replied with a wronged expression. 

Zhao Qian wanted to laugh, "It's so f **king funny, then it's still my fault?" 

"Of course, you let me down, and that's your fault. Men should not disappoint 
women, or else he would not be worthy of being a man! " Liao Xiaoyun replied 
in an unreasonable tone. 

Seeing Liao Xiaoyun and Zhao Qian arguing, Wu Qian and Yang Ming both 
revealed a satisfied smile. 

"Miss Liao, don't blame him either. In this world, there are many things that 
cannot be solved with money. They still need to rely on social relations and 
status. "Yang Ming pretended to comfort her with good intentions. 

Wu Qian quickly followed up, "Trash, hurry up and extend your face. After 
you're done, you can scram. If there's such a disparity in status, don't try to 
force yourself to join, why would you try to humiliate yourself? " 

"That's right, you should go by yourself. This is not your circle, you can't fit 

in. " 

"Let's go." "For Xiaoyun's sake, we can plead with Xiaoqian to spare your 
life. II 

"Let's go, let's go ... " 
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No matter how good Zhao (Uan I s tern per was, it was all gone by these idiots. If 

he wasn I t angry, they would really treat him as a weakling. 

"You eight women, all of you have such vicious mouths. It's only this trash 

who has taken a liking to you." Anyone with a little bit of a goal would at most 

sleep one night with you. They definitely wouldn't want you, and they 

definitely wouldn't want you to sleep a second time. You're only fit to have a 

one-night stand, not even qualified for a second time. Also, you little brats, I 

would rather spend money in the alley to find my little sister for a hundred 

dollars each time than to fall for them. If it really comes down to it, I would 

rather solve it myself than to have any reaction to them. "A bunch of trash!" 

After Zhao CV.an finished cursing, he stood up and was about to leave. 

Wu Qian and the others were already used to being proud of him, so they 
naturally refused to let him go. 

"Stop, after cursing, you want to run?" 

"Who the f * ck do you think you are? You dare to scold us?" 

"If I don't give you a little bit of color, you 1 11 see ... " 

"Miss Liao Xiaoyun, Miss Liao Xiaoyun, please come down for a moment. 

Your boyfriend has prepared a great surprise gift for you, I hope you can come 

down and check it out. 11 

While everyone was cursing at Zhao CV.an, the trainer below the stands 

shouted with a megaphone. 

Upon hearing the name "Liao Xiaoyun," everyone quieted down. 

Everyone turned to look, but the trainer was still shouting into the 
loudspeaker. 
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"Miss Liao Xiaoyun, Miss Liao Xiaoyun, may I trouble you to come down?" 
Your boyfriend has prepared a surprise gift for you, please check it out. "Miss 
Liao Xiaoyun, Miss Liao Xiaoyun ... 11 

The trainer kept shouting over and over, and everyone was sure they hadn't 
misheard. They were just calling Liao Xiaoyun. 

11Haha ... 11

Liao Xiaoyun, ignoring her ladylike image, threw her head back and laughed 
heartily. Then, she immediately ran away. 

The remaining people were all stunned. They couldn't accept this fact. 

"Impossible, impossible ... " There must be a mistake! How could that trash 
have such great power? 11 

"Don't tell me that the person in charge of Ocean Palace can use money to buy 
it? II 

"Impossible! 11 If he could use money to buy it, then this white whale would 
become a black whale. Donghai City is not lacking in rich people, everyone can 
touch it. 11 

"Then how do you explain ... 11 

"No ... 11 "I don't know! 11 

"Where is that trash?" 

"He left ... 11 
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C14 7 Don't Wait 

Liao Xiaoyun ran to the trainer's side and asked happily, "Hello, I'm Liao 
Xiaoyun. What gift has my boyfriend prepared for me? 11 

p 

"Hello, Miss Liao. Your boyfriend, Mr Zhao, has prepared a great gift for you, 
which you can use to ride on the back of the white whale to your heart's 
content. How about it? Are you happy? 11 

"Haha ... 11 "I'm happy! 11 

Liao Xiaoyun shouted into the loudspeaker, intentionally looking at her 
friends in the stands, especially Wu Qjan. 

Wu Qian was furious. This meant that she had lost her bet and was going to 
give Liao Xiaoyun a million yuan. 

The trainer briefly told Liao Xiaoyun to pay attention to the details, and then 
hung her up and placed her on the white whale's back It was actually just a 
show, because she was not familiar with the white whale, and could not 
possibly take the risk to drift around the white whale I s body. 

After playing for a while, Liao Xiaoyun ran back to the stands happily. 

"Wu Qjan, then when will you be paying a million?" If you don't have any 

money, I can also reject it. As long as you tell me, Yun-jie, that I was wrong, 

we will write off all of it. 11 Liao Xiaoyun said with a complacent expression. 

Wu Qian didn't have a million, so she had to ask her parents for it. If she could 
avoid it, she would be happy. However, she had always been proud and felt 
that she was the boss amongst this group of rich second generations. It was 
absolutely impossible for her to show weakness to Liao Xiaoyun. 
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"Tsk, will I lose this one million? Let me call you big sis Yun, go dream! 1
1 Wu

Qian retorted without a trace of politeness. 

Liao Xiaoyun nodded and said to the others, "You guys heard it as well. It's 
not that I don't want to give her a chance, it's just that she doesn't want it. 111

million! Isn't it too much to trade her for a 'big sister Yun'?" 

"Xiao Qian, just call me that. 11 11 It's not like I'm going to lose a piece of meat."
Zhang Min advised. 

"That's right! Xiaoyun is older than us to begin with, so you should not be at a 
disadvantage if you call her Big Sis. 1

1 Zhang Lili continued to persuade him.

''It doesn't matter how we play outside. It's not good to ask for a million all of 
a sudden. It's not good to ask for parents." Forget it, don't persist. "Wang 
Qing continued to advise. 

II II 

Everyone was trying to persuade Wu Qian to give in with a single sentence. 

Actually, they didn't even need to persuade her to give in. In fact, Wu Qian 
already wanted to give in to them. It was just that there were too many people 

here for her to call out. 

Wu Qian immediately replied, "This is a question of face, of dignity. It's 
impossible for me to call her Big Sister Yun. " 

Seeing that they could not persuade him, everyone stopped talking. 

It was time for Yang Ming to show off. If he could borrow money from the 
Bank of China at a low interest rate, he would have saved more than that 
amount of interest. Of course it would be worth it. 
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So Yang Ming hugged Wu (llan and promised, "It's only one million and we 
can afford it. I '11 pay for it. Xiao (llan doesn't need to call her Big Sister Yun. " 

Wu Qian immediately hugged and kissed Yang Ming. With tears still in her 

eyes, she said happily, "I knew I wasn't mistaken. You will definitely be able 

to protect me at a critical moment." 

"Idiot, I'm your boyfriend. If I don't protect you, who will? Alright, prepare 
yourself. I will be going down to touch the white whale soon. 11 Yang Ming 
comforted her. 

Wu Qian laughed as she wiped away her tears. She turned around and gave 
Liao Xiaoyun a provocative snort before leaving to chat with the others. 

Liao Xiaoyun felt that there was no point in staying here. She wanted to go out 
and look for Zhao (llan, but was stopped by Wu Qian. 

"Why are you leaving? Let me bring you down to touch the white whale. " Wu 
(llan said proudly. 

Liao Xiaoyun said mockingly: "I was standing on the back of the white whale 
just now, do you really need me to touch it? Besides, I don't know if you can 
touch it, but I don't have time to be with you. I'll be waiting for you at the 

door before twelve. After twelve, I'll go eat. I won't wait any longer. " 

After saying that, Liao Xiaoyun ran out and immediately called Zhao (llan. 

Zhao Qian was looking at the penguin when he saw Liao Xiaoyun calling and 
got a call. 

"What?" Are you done yet? " Zhao (llan asked. 

"They are waiting to touch the white whale, I have come to find you. Where 
are you? " 
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11I1m at the Penguin Hall. 11

"Then wait for me, I'll be there right away! 1 1

After Liao Xiaoyun hung up the phone, she quickly ran over. However, he did 

not see Zhao Qj.an at the Penguin Hall, so he could only call him again. 

"Hey, where are you? Why didn't I see you? 11 Liao Xiaoyun asked angrily. 

11I 1 m already at the Mermaid Restaurant." Zhao Qj.an replied calmly. 

1 1Then why didn't you tell me?11 Liao Xiaoyun roared. 

"Why should I tell you?" Zhao Qj.an hung up after saying that. 

How could Liao Xiaoyun endure Zhao Qian1s cold attitude towards her? She 
rushed to the Mermaid Restaurant. 

At this moment, a mermaid was performing. She was dressed sexily and had a 
beautiful appearance. Zhao Qian was completely engrossed and did not realize 
that Liao Xiaoyun was already standing beside him. 

The more Liao Xiaoyun thought about it, the angrier she became. She had 
already been standing here for quite a while, but Zhao Qian actually did not 

notice her. 

"If you're so engrossed in it, why don't you pursue him? You can look at it 

well every day! 1 1 Liao Xiaoyun said snappily. 

Zhao Qian turned his head and looked at her. He smiled and replied, "What do 
you know? One could observe from afar, but not play with it. Some things just 

needed to be appreciated. Once one got their hands on it, that feeling would 
disappear. "You little brat, even if I told you this, you wouldn't understand." 
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"Hypocritical! Men were all lustful, there was no need to find so many 
excuses for himself! I'm asking you, if she lets you sleep with her, will you 

sleep with her? " Liao Xiaoyun asked directly. 

The park visitors immediately laughed, waiting for Zhao Qian's answer. 

Zhao Qian felt awkward, but he forced himself to calm down on the surface 

and replied: "I'm really sure that she will give me her own bed, so I won't 

sleep either. I never had anything to do with a woman I didn't know, 

including you. Come to my room tonight and lie on my bed naked. I won't 
even touch you. " 

"Haha ... " 

The park visitors laughed. 

"You ... Bastard, who are you talking about? " Liao Xiaoyun scolded angrily. 

Zhao Qian had seen enough, so he ignored her and turned to leave. 

Liao Xiaoyun chased after him and grabbed his arm. "Where are you going?" 
You must bring me along! " 

"It's already past 11, I want to eat. "I can't compare with you rich second 
generations. You guys are full just relying on quarreling. I can't do it, I have to 

eat." 

"No, I promised they would wait until twelve. You have to wait with me." 

Zhao Qian rolled his eyes and asked, "I already mean it. If you continue to 

threaten me with this, then it will be meaningless." I have no obligation to 
wait for them, OK? " 
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"Oh, I beg of you. They were still waiting to touch the white whale, so it 
shouldn't take too long. You just stay with me for a while, okay? 11 Liao 
Xiaoyun pleaded. 

r p t 

Zhao Qian immediately laughed when he heard that. He replied, "Call them 

and tell them to come out. Don't wait any longer. I have already said my 
farewells to Ocean Palace, they won't have the chance to touch the white 
whale, there's no need to waste their time waiting there. 11 

Liao Xiaoyun asked in disbelief, "Is what you said true?" Don't talk nonsense. 
II 

"It's up to you whether you want to believe me or not. Since I'm not waiting 
for them, it's a waste of time! 11 

With that, Zhao Qj.an walked out. No matter how Liao Xiaoyun tried to pull 
him back, it was useless. He still walked out the door. 

Liao Xiaoyun had no choice but to call Wu Qj.an and said, "Don't wait any 
longer, find some money and tell him that he has already informed Hai Yang. 
He won't give you the opportunity to touch the white whale. Waiting there 
would be a waste of time, so hurry up and come out to eat. 11 

Wu Qj.an laughed coldly and replied, '' Are you doing a crosstalk with me? He's 
greeting the Ocean Palace, what qualifications does he have to greet the Ocean 

Palace? 11 

"Hehe ... " You also said that he couldn't let me stand on the white whale's 
back, but what happened in the end? Since I've already notified you, you can 

continue to wait. I'm going to eat, I won't wait for you guys! " 

Liao Xiaoyun hung up the phone and followed Zhao Qian to find a place to eat. 

Wu Qian laughed disdainfully: "Liao Xiaoyun is so funny, she actually called 
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me and told me that there's no need to wait. It's because that useless 
boyfriend of his told Ocean Palace to not let us touch the white whale." Are 
you all joking? " 

11 Haha ... " 

Everyone laughed. 

"Who does he think he is? Do you really take yourself seriously? 11 Tension 
laughed. 

The others also started to mock Zhao Qj.an, it was rare to see someone that 

overestimated their capabilities like him. 

However, Zhang Min raised a question and said, "But I'm worried that what 
she said is true. He really can do it. 11 Otherwise, how did he get Ocean Palace to 

agree to let Liao Xiaoyun stand on the white whale's back just now? 11 
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Zhang Min's question immediately made everyone stop laughing at her. 

Compared to touching the white whale, standing on its back was much 

harder. Then how did Zhao Qj.an do it? 

At this time, Yang Ming laughed and said, "You guys misunderstood him a 

little, but he is not a poor guy. He has some money on him. He had won the 

lottery and used the lottery money to buy shares in his company. So he should 

have a million and eight hundred thousand in his possession. He loved to use 

money to act cool. With a hundred yuan on him, he definitely had to spend 

ninety dollars. Normally, people like to use money to bribe other people in 

charge of their relationship. Most probably, that's why Liao Xiaoyun was able 
to stand on the white whale's back. 11 

Hearing Yang Ming's words, everyone's attitude towards Zhao Qj.an did not 

change. On the contrary, they felt that Zhao Qi.an was more like a low 
compared to a nouveau riche. 

However, they were worried that Zhao Qj.an would give money to the manager 
of Ocean Palace and not give them the chance to touch the white whale. 

Wu Qian shook Yang Ming's arm and said coquettishly: "Yang Ming, go ask 

again, see when we can touch the white whale. 11 

Yang Ming nodded and quickly ran out. Ten minutes later, he returned with a 

look of disappointment on his face. 

When everyone saw his expression, their hearts turned cold. 

Wu Qian still held onto her hope and asked, "How is it? What do they say? 11 

Yang Ming looked at Wu Qian guiltily, then looked at the others, sighed and 
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replied: "They said it's inconvenient for them to let us touch the white whale, 

we'll talk about it next time." 

11Huh? 11

Everyone shouted in disappointment. 

Wu Qian was livid and asked, "What do you mean next time? I'm going to 
touch it right now, and I don't want to touch it next time! "Tell them that I 

have to get hold of this place immediately, or else I'll be able to take care of 
this place! 11 

Yang Ming was afraid that Wu Qi.an would be too impulsive, so he 
immediately hugged her and comforted her, "Aiya, if it doesn't work this 
time, there will be a next time. 1 1 It was almost lunchtime and the staff had to 
eat and rest as well. There was no way to coordinate the two. The next time I 
come, the first thing I'll do is let you touch the white whale, okay? 1 1

"No! 11 I have to go touch the white whale now, otherwise how will I be able to 
see Liao Xiaoyun when I go out? She must be laughing at me. 11 Wu Qi.an 
roared. 

The others quickly consoled her as well. It was already time for dinner, so 
they might as well go out and eat first. 

"But I couldn't touch the white whale. Liao Xiaoyun must be laughing at me. 
Anyway, I can't let her laugh at me, I have to touch the white whale. 11 Wu 

Qi.an replied. 

Yang Ming had no other choice but to pull Wu Qian down and touch the white 

whale when the trainer wasn't paying attention. 

"Hey hey hey, what are you guys doing? Who told you to come down? Hurry 
up and leave, otherwise we'll call security! 1

1 the trainer scolded. 
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Without saying anything, Yang Ming pulled Wu Qj.an and ran back to the 
stands. 

"I got it. Are you satisfied now?" Yang Ming asked with a hint of displeasure 
on his face. 

Wu Qian didn't seem to notice Yang Ming's displeasure and replied, "I'm 

definitely not satisfied, but at least I managed to find out. Liao Xiaoyun has no 
reason to mock me anymore." 

Yang Ming sighed and asked, "Can we go eat now?" 

"Alright, let's go eat now." 

After saying that, Wu Qj.an smiled and took Yang Ming's arm, beckoning for 
everyone to follow her. 

The others were also helpless. However, they did not dare to say anything and 
could only hurry up and follow. 

The group walked out of Ocean Palace. Wu Qian immediately called Liao 
Xiaoyun and asked, "Where did you go?" 

"He I s eating." Liao Xiaoyun replied impatiently. 

"Can we die if we wait a little longer? "Where did you eat?" Wu Qian asked in 

a displeased tone. 

"It's at the fast food restaurant nearby. We've finished eating and are about to 

go back. Where are you? 11 

"The entrance of Ocean Palace, come quickly and meet us! 11 
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"Wait! 11 

Liao Xiaoyun hung up the phone and drank some drinks with Zhao Qian 

before coming over to look for Wu Qjan and the others. 

It was a hot day and it was noon. Soon, Wu Qjan and the rest were drenched in 
sweat. Seeing Liao Xiaoyun and Zhao Qjan coming over with drinks, everyone 
was immediately filled with anger. 

"What do you two mean? You aren't even bringing us any? 11 

"This is too much! 11 Come out to play together and eat alone. Is that all you 
need? 11

"Who will come out with you next time! 11 

II fl 

Liao Xiaoyun innocently explained, "This is a drink provided by the fast food 
restaurant. Since you didn't go to eat, we can't be so thick-skinned as to ask 
others for it. 11 Besides, I know you' re all very tasty, and fast food is hard to 
swallow, so waiting for you is a waste of time. How about it? After waiting for 
so long, did you manage to touch any white whale? 11 

Everyone else looked embarrassed, but Wu Qian laughed proudly and replied, 

"Nonsense, you think I'm joking with you?YangMingbroughtme down to 

touch it. Everyone has seen it. 11 

Everyone nodded with an embarrassed smile as they testified for Wu Qian. 

Liao Xiaoyun turned to Zhao Qian and asked angrily, "Didn't you say she 

didn't have the chance to touch it? "You lied to me! 11 

Zhao Qian looked at her coldly, then looked at Wu Qian and asked: "You can 
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touch it? Could it be that he secretly touched it when the other party wasn't 

paying attention? I have made a promise to the people in charge of Ocean 
Palace that I would absolutely not let you guys touch it. 11 

Wu Qian panicked in her heart, but in order to not lose face, she could only 

pretend to be calm and reply, "What a joke! Who do you think you are? Why 

should I listen to you? Yang Ming is the future successor of Feiyu, so how can 

his words be any more useful than yours? 11 

Originally, Zhao Qj.an didn't want to argue with Wu Qian, but she was too 
arrogant. Since she had such a good face, then let her face be swept across the 
floor. Let's see if she still dares to act so arrogantly. 

Zhao Qian took out his cellphone and called the manager of Ocean Palace. He 
immediately told him to come and confront the boss. 

Five minutes later, the supervisor arrived. 

Zhao Qian asked angrily: "What happened to you? I told you not to touch the 
white whale for them, did you take my words as nothing? 11 

11 It can I t be! I've already sent the notice, the tutors definitely wouldn It dare to 
disobey! So, I'll call them and ask them to come over and find out. 11 The 

manager quickly replied. 

Three minutes later, the trainer came running. 

The manager of Ocean Palace immediately reprimanded them: "What's going 

on with you guys? What I said was fart! I told you not to touch the white whale 

for them, why didn't you listen? 11 

"Director, we didn't let them touch it, but they sneaked down to touch it when 

we were unprepared. 11
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"Yes!" As we were feeding the white whale, we didn't notice the people 
behind us. They rushed up and touched it. We didn't have time to stop them. 
But then we drove them away without letting them touch us again. '' 

Zhao Qian and Liao Xiaoyun immediately burst out laughing. 

Zhao Qian waved his hand, telling the people from Ocean Palace to go busy 
themselves. The few of them immediately smiled and bid him farewell. 

Wu Qian' s expression was extremely unsightly. She wished she could find a 
hole to hide in. In his entire life, he had never encountered such a shameful 
thing. 

Liao Xiaoyun laughed heartily and said to Wu Qjan, "You always thought that 
you were above us all, but in the end you actually did such a dishonorable 
thing. Haha ... Aiya, that was hilarious. And you guys, to actually testify on her 
behalf, even I despise you. Alright, let's not talk any longer. We have to go 
back. "Haha ... " 

Liao Xiaoyun then took Zhao Qjan's arm and walked away. Wu Qjan stomped 
her feet in anger, but there was nothing she could do. The others, who were in 
no mood to eat with her because of her disgrace, all excused themselves and 
left. 

Wu Qian hugged Yang Ming and started crying. Yang Ming gently patted her 
back and comforted her, "Don't cry, don't cry ... " It's no big deal. "When my 
company grows stronger, I will definitely avenge you.'' 

"Then how can your company grow?" Wu Qjan asked dumbly. 

"Of course there's money to expand. Either I take equity in exchange for 
capital, or I take a bank loan. I don't know what to do right now, so you should 
give me an idea." Yang Ming answered shrewdly. 
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Wu Qian wasn't an idiot, so she could naturally distinguish the difference 
between equity exchange funds and bank loans. 

"Okay, I'll go back and tell dad to loan it to you at the lowest interest rate. You 
must work hard and avenge me! I will make that trash a beggar! " Wu Qj.an 
said fiercely. 

Yang Ming's scheme succeeded, he immediately patted his chest and 
guaranteed: "No problem. I swear to God, as long as I have enough money to 

expand, I will definitely become a big shot.Wouldn't it be easy to make a 
diao si like him? 11 

Wu Qian nodded with a smile and started to feel wronged while hugging Yang 
Ming. 

Yang Ming revealed a proud smile and started to imagine the scene of him 
trampling Zhao Qian under his feet after he became a big boss. 
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Zhao Qian had just walked out for a short distance when he heard someone 
calling his name from the side of the road. He raised his head and saw that it 
was Zhang Yang. 

Zhao Qian walked over and saw that it was Wang Qj.ang driving. 

"Zhao Qian, didn't you say that you went to Huanyou? Why are you in the 
Ocean Palace? " Zhang Yang asked with an ugly expression. 

Wang Qiang laughed and said: "Mr Zhang, isn't that obvious enough? In the 
name of his job, he had sneaked out to play. Zhao Qj.an, what you 're doing is 
wrong. With your position in the company, no one would dare to say anything 
if you wanted to come out and play. But in the name of your job, it doesn't 
make sense to sneak out to play. This is a matter of character. " 

Zhao Qian didn't want to explain too much to them, everything ended up in 
the end. 

"What are you two doing now? You're not going to look for Miss in the name 
of meeting a customer, are you?" Zhao Qi.an joked. 

Zhang Yang's face turned red as he scolded, "Be careful with your words. I'm 

a married man. If these words reach Faang Ni's ears, you are ruining our 

relationship as husband and wife. You have committed a heinous crime." 

Zhao Qian laughed and replied, "Haha ... 11 Mr Zhang is an upright person, I 
don't think he would take the initiative to do such a thing. However, Wang 

Deputy Manager is a treacherous person, he has no bottom line. 

Wang Qiang immediately roared, "Zhao Qj.an, be careful when you speak. 

Don't think that I won't dare to do anything to you .... Even if I can't do 
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anything to you, Mr Zhang can at least blame you, right? You can't insult his 
innocence. " 

Zhao Qian laughed and said: "Oh oh oh, I was just joking, I was just making 
you so anxious. You have never done it before. No matter what I say, it will not 
affect your innocence. Where are you two going?" 

Wang Qiang replied complacently: "Mr Zhang and I contacted another 
company to negotiate a partnership. As long as we can succeed in the 

negotiation, it wouldn't be worse than the order Xingyuan gave us." 

"Oh, it's like this. I'll wish you all success then. I'll be waiting for Director 
Faang to give you a celebration party. Zhao Qian said sincerely. 

However, Zhang Yang and Wang Qiang only thought that he was just being 
perfunctory and must be cursing the failure of their negotiations. 

"No matter what you think, Wang Qiang and I are determined to win this 
time! I want to prove to everyone that the company can still survive without 
you! "Zhang Yang said with confidence. 

Zhao Qian shook his head helplessly. Since they didn't appreciate his 
kindness and didn't believe that he would sincerely bless them, there was no 

need to continue. 

"Alright, then you guys can go. I won't hold you up any longer." 

Zhao Qian waved at the two of them, turned around and walked towards the 

parking lot. 

Zhang Yang and Wang Qiang laughed proudly. 

"Haha ... " It's funny how lost he looks. "Wang Qiang mocked Zhao Qian' s 
back. 
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Zhang Yang also laughed and said, "That's more like it. He's lost just like 
that." When we get the order, he'll be very upset. " 

"Haha ... " 

The two of them laughed, and the air was filled with a happy atmosphere. 

Liao Xiaoyun caught up with Zhao Qj.an and asked, "Who were you talking to 
just now?" 

"Boss, he misunderstood that I came here secretly to play in the name of my 
job and reprimanded me. I have to go back. Are you going? " Zhao Qian replied 
coldly. 

Liao Xiaoyun immediately felt embarrassed and apologized, "I'm sorry, it's 
all my fault. "But don't worry, you can go back to the company at 9 o'clock 

tomorrow. I'll definitely help you get the orders." 

Zhao Qian nodded and replied, "Okay, I believe you. Tomorrow morning at 9 
am, I will come to your company to find you." "Then I' 11 go back first. You can 

go back by yourself.'' 

Liao Xiaoyun quickly stopped him, pouting coquettishly, "No way ... " We 

agreed on a day, and it's only been half a day and you've already left. Even 

after half a day, it should still be enough. What do you think? " 

Zhao Qian was also helpless. He could only nod and ask: "Then what else do 

you want? He couldn't be playing with these people, right? I can't stand it! " 

Liao Xiaoyun waved her hand and replied, "No, no ... " I don't want to play 
with them either. I have to go back to school for two classes in the afternoon. 

The school was a simple place, he just had to go. There shouldn't be any 
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trouble. Zhao Qjan agreed and followed Liao Xiaoyun to Donghai University. 

Actually, Zhao Qjan thought it was simple. The school was also a society, and 

it was also full of competition and scheming. 

As the university with the best Donghai City, the students of the Eastern 

University had a natural sense of superiority. They looked down on the people 

of any other university in the city, and even more looked down on the people 
who had never studied for a university before. 

There was still a huge difference between a student and a social person. Zhao 
Qian was dressed in clothes and had a unique temperament, so it was obvious 

that he didn't look like a student. When he followed Liao Xiaoyun into the 
classroom, it immediately attracted everyone's attention. 

Damn, the goddess has gotten a boyfriend! Then wouldn't I have no chance? " 

''You never had a chance in the first place. She has such high standards, what 
are you going to use to pursue her?" 

"But I don't think this person is very good either? Was the goddess mistaken? 
II 

"Haven't you heard of beauties and wild beasts? Beauties would usually find a 

wild animal! "Even the good cabbages were pocked by the pigs, sigh ... " 

Zhao Qian heard all the students' discussions. 

Zhao Qian nudged Liao Xiaoyun with his arm and whispered, "You are quite 

popular at school! 11 So many boys don't have one that could make you fall for 

it? II 

Liao Xiaoyun said with a look of disdain, 11 Get rid of them. Those who are 

admitted to this university are basically the children of ordinary families. 
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How could I possibly take a fancy to them?" "I have even less respect for the 
few rich second generations who spend money like me. 11 

"What you are saying is that anyone who can pass this college entrance exam 
isn't simple. There might be some scientists in the future. A rich man or 
something like that, don't look down on poor youths!" Zhao Qj.an replied with 
a look of disdain. 

However, Liao Xiaoyun did not agree with this view and said, "Don't bully the 

poor. Just read the novel. In today's society, there were some things that 
could be born, but not those that could be born. There was no way something 
like this could exist in this world for the rest of their lives. The rich and the 
poor may become poor, but it is difficult for the poor to become rich. I 
wouldn't foolishly bet on a small probability event. I'd rather go out with 
someone who's my perfect match. 11 

Zhao Qian didn't know how to reply, so he could only keep his head down and 
read. 

At this moment, a few boys walked over. One of them looked like a fuerdai, 
and the last few were his henchmen. 

"Liao Xiaoyun, who is he?" The rich second generation asked. 

Liao Xiaoyun didn't even look at him and replied snappily, "What does it have 

to do with you?" 

"I chased you for so long, yet you didn't even spare me a glance. Don't tell me 
this is your boyfriend! " The rich second generation said angrily. 

"Chiang Tao, I've told you many times that I'm not interested in you. Can you 
not bother me? This is my new boyfriend, is there a problem? " Liao Xiaoyun 
asked snappily. 
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Chiang Tao immediately got annoyed and reprimanded 1 
11 I have nothing to

say to you if you choose someone better than me to be your boyfriend. If you 
try to find something like that, I won't accept it! 11 

Zhao Qian frowned. It was kind of unpleasant to talk like that. However, he 
could still endure it, so he didn't say anything. 

Liao Xiaoyun snappily replied, "What right do you have to refuse to accept 

this? As long as I like it, he is a beggar. If I don't like it, I wouldn't even bother 

to glance at you, even if you were a rich second-generation. Get out of my 
way, don't get in my way! 1

1 

Liao Xiaoyun' s words were a bit serious, but she purposely said it in order to 
enrage Chiang Tao in his conflict with Zhao Qian. 

Liao Xiaoyun looked innocent on the surface 
I 
but she was extremely 

scheming. She had asked Zhao Qian to accompany her to class. It was not just 
a simple lesson, she wanted him to help her settle Chiang Tao, the suitor. 

Sure enough, Chiang Tao was reluctant to give up and dared not to lose his 
temper at Liao Xiaoyun. He pointed his spearhead at Zhao Qian. 

"Bro, let's talk outside." Chiang Tao said with a cold expression. 

Zhao Qian glanced at him, smiled and shook his head, then replied, "I'm not 

interested in going out to talk with you. If you have anything to say, say it 

here. 11 

"Hehe ... 11 Are you afraid that I'll hit you? 11 Chiang Tao asked with a proud
expression. 

Zhao Qian laughed in disdain and replied: "I was afraid that you would make a 

move, if I didn't hold back and beat you guys up, you would have to report to 

the police station, how troublesome that would be. If you have something to 
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say, just say it. Don't do anything useless. 11

Chiang Tao nodded and directly said, "Leave him, or I'll put you in the 

hospital. 11

11Is that so? I'm just afraid that you don't have the ability! 11 Zhao Qian replied 

in disdain. 

Chiang Tao felt that with so many people watching, if he didn't express 

anything, how could he maintain his position in the school? 

1 'You 1 re f * eking courting death! 11 

Chiang Tao cursed and raised his fist to hit Zhao Qian. 
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C150 Grudges 

Liao Xiaoyun felt that she had to stop Zhao Qj.an from suspecting her at this 
time. 

"Chiang Tao, you're done!" Try touching him! 11 

Chiang Tao snorted, put down his fist, and said to Liao Xiaoyun: "I don't 
understand, if you stay with me, Huanyou and Leyou can become a family. 
With the strength of our two families, we'll soon lose our Xingyuan and 
become the industry's number one. Why don't you want to be with me? If you 
don't want to, then forget it. If you find a better one, I can accept it. Yet, you 
came looking for such a loser. You are humiliating me, do you understand?" 

Liao Xiaoyun ignored Chiang Tao, but her next action made Chiang Tao even 
angrier. She had actually taken Zhao Qian' s arm. This was more hurtful than 
anything he could say. 

Chiang Tao was furious. He pointed at Zhao Qj.an and said, "Don't leave after 
school. This matter must be resolved today! 11 

After saying that, Chiang Tao led his underlings back to their seats. 

"This kid didn't ask around to find out who Liao Xiaoyun's suitors are, but he 
actually dares to stay with her. He's simply not worth his life." 

"Chiang Tao wants face the most. Liao Xiaoyun found such a diaosi to be her 
boyfriend. She's obviously slapping him in the face, so he will definitely take 
revenge.'' 

''Sigh ... '' Seeing how ordinary this kid was, he definitely didn't have any 
abilities. This time, we will definitely suffer a great loss, Chiang Tao will 
definitely not let him off easy! 11 
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"Who cares about him. He's courting death. We just need to wait and see a 
show.'' 

II II 

The students started arguing, all of them were optimistic that Chiang Tao 

could teach Zhao Qian a lesson. 

rt 

Zhao Qian pulled his arm back in displeasure and said coldly, "You called me 
to class for him, right?" 

"You are wrongly accusing me. I only asked you to come to class with me for 

no one's sake. Only he was after me. But you can't court me because of him, I 
won't agree, and then I won't even come to class anymore! "Liao Xiaoyun 
quibbled. 

"I won't listen to your explanation. I'm warning you one last time, if you have 
anything to say in advance, I don't like the feeling of being used. You can ask 
me for help, but you can't play tricks with me! "If there's a next time, even if I 
don't take my order, I will definitely not let you have it easy! 11 Zhao Qian 
warned with a serious expression and tone. 

However, Liao Xiaoyun didn't care and wasn't afraid, because she had been 
doing this since she was young. She felt that there was nothing wrong with it, 

and instead felt that she was very smart. 

Chiang Tao was so angry that he couldn't attend class, so he took his lackeys 

out to contact helpers. After losing so much face, he had to get it back. 

Soon, it was time for class, and the professor walked in. 

Liao Xiaoyunxiu is in the Department of Economics and Management, and 

this section is in Management. 
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As a science student, Zhao Qi.an had no interest in these words. The weather 
was hot and he was tired from running in the morning. Soon, Zhao Qi.an fell 

asleep. 

"That student, do you need me to get you a blanket to cover you? Even though 

the weather is hot, I'm sure it '11 freeze you. If you get sick, your parents will 
blame the school. " 

The professor looked at Zhao Qi.an with a sharp gaze and his expression was 
extremely ugly. 

Liao Xiaoyun couldn't hold back her laughter and nudged Zhao Qi.an a few 
times. 

Zhao Qian suddenly woke up from his stupor and asked her if school was over. 
He really didn't want to stay for another minute. 

But at this moment, Zhao Qi.an noticed that the atmosphere wasn't right. 
Everyone was looking at him. No one moved, but everyone had a naughty 
smile on their faces. 

Zhao Qian knew what was going on. He smiled awkwardly at the professor, 

apologized, and then sat down quickly. 

But this professor had a bad temper and couldn't stand Zhao Qian sleeping in 

his class. 

"This student, I think you' re pretty mature. How did you do such a thing?" 
Looking at your clothes, you don't look like a child from a wealthy family. 

Your parents have worked hard to send you to school, so why are you repaying 
them like this? Who are you doing this to? A student like you is like that little 

chick who opens his mouth and feeds you worms but you still don't eat them. 

"In the end, we had nothing in our stomachs, so we had to blame our inability 
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to feed you! 11 

Liao Xiaoyun covered her mouth in schadenfreude as she giggled. Zhao Qian 

stomped on her angrily and was just about to explain to the professor that he 

was just accompanying a friend and not a student here. 

However, Liao Xiaoyun shouted at the professor with a tearful face, "Teacher, 

I was just smiling, and he just stepped on my foot. It's so painful." 

The professor angrily scolded, "Truly mud cannot help a wall. If you don't 

want to listen, then go outside and stand, don't stay inside and obstruct 

others from listening! Get out of here! 11 

Zhao Qian obviously didn't want to stay here any longer, but it really hurt his 
pride to be kicked out by the professor. 

"This teacher, I have two questions for you. Firstly, you are confused. You do 
not know about the contents of your own students. I'm not your student at 

all, I just came here to accompany her to lessons. Second, what you're talking 
about is theoretical knowledge, and I don't need it in practice, nor do I need to 

listen to it. 11

The professor immediately gave up. He was denying his academic 

achievements. 

"First of all, it's only been a few days since the start of the new semester. 

Moreover, there are hundreds of people in the whole academy attending 

classes, so I can't recognize that everyone is very normal. Then, if you boast 

to me that this knowledge is useless, what's the use of you talking to me? 11 

Zhao Qian was not afraid at all and replied: "I didn't say that knowledge was 

useless. I said that it was useless to me. These students should still be 

educated in these theories, but for me, who is already at work, what comes 

out of practice is useful. 11 
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''Haven't you heard of theory and practice? ''You don't even know the theory, 
how can you combine it with practice ? 11 The professor was tit for tat. 

"Is that so? Then do you teach your students, that some leaders will 
intentionally cause trouble for their subordinates, and that some employees 

will deliberately destroy the results of others' work? You teach them these 
things with theoretical knowledge. " Zhao Qjan said honestly. This was all his 
personal experience. 

"Because of this phenomenon, it is more important to study theoretical 

knowledge, which can help to solve these problems." The professor 
explained. 

"Then teach me how to deal with my boss's husband, who is very 
inexperienced, and yet wants to interfere in the management of the company. 
For the sake of self-possession, to make things difficult for the staff, even at 
the expense of the staff work results. But because he was the boss's husband, 
no one could do anything about him. "Tell me, are these theories of yours 
useful?'' 

The professor thought for a moment and replied, "This will require your 
boss's husband to study management. As long as he studies well, he will 

naturally change." 

Zhao Qian chuckled and replied, "He is a top student who majors in business 

management. Do you think he doesn't understand all this?" 

This time, the professor was at a loss for words. Theory was theory, and 
whether or not it could be combined with practice depended not only on 

whether the theory itself worked, but also on whether the person was willing 
to do so. 

The students began to discuss again. 
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"This brat really doesn't know his place. It's fine if he offended Chiang Tao, 
but he actually dares to compete with the dean." 

''He doesn't know how dangerous society is! Today, he suffered twice in 
succession, so he knows what to do. 11 

"I really don't understand why the Goddess would fall for him. It's such a 
waste for him to be blind with such a good cabbage." 

The classroom was noisy, and the professor slammed the table angrily a few 
times. "Everyone be quiet, can you be so noisy during class?" Hey, what do 
you do? "Which company?" 

Zhao Qian smiled and replied, "I don't have a fixed job content right now. I 
can do whatever I want.1

1 

The professor didn't know what Faang Ni made it for, but the students did. 
They played the game and knew that the most popular game, Glory Alliance, 
was made by this company. 

Earlier, they were underestimating Zhao Q}.an and felt that he wasn't worthy 
of Liao Xiaoyun, nor was he qualified to oppose Chiang Tao. They even held 
the attitude of watching a good show, waiting to see how Zhao Qian would be 

taught a lesson. 

Now that their attitude had changed, they started begging for Zhao Qj.an. 

"Are you an employee of the funnyname? 11

"Glory Alliance is so popular. Your company must have made a lot of money. 
Your treatment must be very good, right?" 

"May I ask if your company is recruiting interns? I don't need money as long 
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as I can go to your company for a period of internship. 11 

"I don't need any money, okay?" 

11 I can also ... 11 

par 
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C151 Besieged 

A good management course turned into a job search meeting, which really 
pissed the professor off. 

He knocked on the table angrily and shouted, "What are you doing? This is a 
classroom, not a job fair. "You, hurry up and leave, or else I'll get someone 
from the gatehouse to chase you away!" 

Zhao Qian didn't want to stay here any longer, so he replied with a smile: 
"Professor, don't be angry. I will leave now, and not delay your lessons with 
the students. 11 

After saying that, Zhao Qj.an immediately walked out of the classroom and 
went next door to sit down to play on his phone in the classroom that didn't 
have any classes. 

After a while, he thought it was better to greet Yang Hu. If Chiang Tao went 
out to find a group of people to surround him, it would be difficult for two 
fists to fight against four hands, and he would definitely suffer a loss. 

"Mr Hu, I'm over at the Donghai University. There's a little Red Goat called 
Chiang Tao who wants to get someone to mess with me. You can arrange it for 

me." 

Yang Hu immediately called after receiving Zhao Qj.an's message. 

"Hey, Young Master, are you alright?" Yang Hu asked worriedly. 

"It's fine, what can a bunch of brats do to me? I was worried that he would go 
out and get more people, and I couldn't handle it alone. 1

1 Zhao Qjan replied
with a smile. 
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Yang Hu heaved a sigh of relief and quickly replied, "Understood. I'll go greet 

the people from Donghai University right now. When you leave the school 

gates, I'll purposefully wait for them to surround you and then someone will 

come out and take care of them. 11

"Yes. 11

Zhao Qian hung up the call and then started to play with his phone in peace. 

Those students didn't even have the mood to go to class after Zhao Qj.an's 

actions. They all wanted to fight for a chance to get an internship with Faang 

Ni. 

If these students were programmers, Zhao Qj.an would definitely accept them. 

Not to mention internships, as long as they performed well, it would be fine 

to stay in the company and become an official employee. 

However, what they studied was economic management. This profession 

couldn't be done just by relying on theoretical knowledge alone. It would 

require a long period of experience to do well, and only then would they be 

able to convince the masses. 

Very quickly, Liao Xiaoyun finished her lesson and ran over to the 

neighboring room to look for Zhao Qj.an. Her classmates also came over and 

asked Zhao Qj.an to give them an internship. 

Zhao Qian is a real person, he didn't want to deceive these students, so he 

replied: "To tell you the truth, even if you guys go over, you can only do odd 

jobs, it's impossible to let you guys into management. No matter what, you 

are all top students of the Eastern University, so you shouldn I t be 

squandering yourselves like this. 11 

"No problem, we are willing to do odd jobs. 11 
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"That's right. As long as I can get into your company, I can do any job I want." 

"I'm just a little picky. I can't do the job of cleaning toilets, but I can do any 
other work. 11 

"Haha ... 11 

These were all senior year students. It was time for them to contact the 
internship unit for the new semester. It was obviously unrealistic to let them 
go to Faang Ni for her production. Zhang Yang would never agree to keep so 
many idle people, not to mention that these people were introduced by Zhao 
Qian, so it was even more impossible for him to take them. 

Zhao Qian thought for a bit. If they could really do any job without being 
picky, then he could let them go to Mr Qjan Entertainment and Tianxiu live 
broadcast internships. If only a few of these people were talented, it could be 
considered as absorbing fresh blood for the company. 

"Our company deals in technology, so it's really not suitable for you to go 
over there. If you want to find an internship, and you can really work hard and 
not be picky, I can introduce you to my friend's company. The Tianxiu 
broadcast, you know? and also the Mr Qjan Entertainment used to create the 
(( Heaven Treading on)) . If you're interested, I can recommend it. However, I 

will put it first. You can't lose face for me, or else I'll punish you. " 

The students became excited when they heard this. These two units seemed 

better. Some students were naughty and asked what punishment Zhao Qjan 

would give them. 

Zhao Qian also replied jokingly, "The men play chicken a hundred times, the 
women will be brought home to be educated." 

"Haha ... " 
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Everyone laughed. 

"Big Brother, are you sure you're someone from Faang Ni's Production 
Company? How can it have anything to do with these two companies that 
don't work together? " 

"That's right. One of them is doing a live broadcast while the other one is 
doing a movie. There's no way it's going to work!" 

"Big Brother, do you have some sort of secret identity?" 

Zhao Qian laughed out loud and replied: "What can I hide? Our company has a 
collaboration with Tianxiu Broadcast, I know their boss. As for the Mr Qjan 
Entertainment, it just so happened to be next door to the Tianxiu broadcast. 
The more times I go, the more I get to know their CEO. When you get into 
society, people are worth more than anything you learn in school. " 

With this amount of money, no one had any more doubts and immediately 
expressed that there was no problem. 

Zhao Qian nodded and asked Liao Xiaoyun to bring out two pieces of paper. 

"If you are willing to, go to Tianxiu and write your name and contact method 
on this piece of paper. Those who are willing to go to Mr (van Entertainment, 
write their names and contact them on another piece of paper. Today is 

Monday, and you will go to the interview together on Wednesday. As long as 
you do not perform too badly, you will definitely be able to stay. " 

The students quickly thanked Zhao (van and rushed to write their names on 
the paper. 

Liao Xiaoyun, who was standing at the side, could not stand it any longer. She 
pulled Zhao (van aside and whispered, "Are you crazy!? With so many people, 
can the two companies accept them all? " 
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"What's there to be afraid of? Didn't they want money? It's a waste of time, 
who doesn't want it?! 11 Zhao Qj.an laughed. 

"You really made them work for nothing? "Among them, there are dozens of 
people who are my classmates or from the same department. If I don't give 

them a single cent, how will I meet them in the future?" Liao Xiaoyun said 
angrily. 

Zhao Qian asked innocently: "Did I hear wrong? What has this got to do with 
you? If you can't stand it, you can pay them. Anyways, your family does not 
lack money, and it just so happens that it will help you get closer to them. " 

"You wish! They' re not working for my company, why would they want me to 
pay them!?" 

"Then don't say so much. I'll see if you have the ability or not to face people. 

Stop being cocky!" 

After Zhao Qj.an said that, he walked back Liao Xiaoyun clenched her fists in 
anger and really wanted to go up and beat him up. 

When the students finished writing their names, Zhao Qj.an immediately left 

with the paper. 

Liao Xiaoyun was worried that her classmates would raise a request from her, 

so she hurriedly chased after them. 

"Sigh ... " No wonder the goddess chose him. Such an awesome person is 

indeed worthy of her. 11 

"We don't have any hope of pursuing the Goddess. We hope that we can stay 
in the company in the future. It's also good to get some streamers or 
celebrities." 
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"F * ck!'' The sky wasn't even dark when he started dreaming! Hurry up and 

go buy clothes, we can't affect the company's image! " 

The group of students immediately laughed out loud and rushed to the city 

center to buy their work clothes. 

The moment they left the school gate, Zhao Qian asked, "Am I free now?" 

"No! 11 It's almost time for dinner, and you're going to take me to dinner. After

eating, accompany me to the movies. You can't go back until after the movie. 

"This day is considered complete. You have to go to the company tomorrow to 

find me before you can get the order. 11 Liao Xiaoyun replied with a smile.

Zhao Qian shook his head speechlessly and deliberately slowed down his pace. 

Seeing that, Liao Xiaoyun asked: "What's going on?Why aren't you leaving? " 

"I still have a grudge that I haven't resolved. Wait a bit." Zhao Qian said 

jokingly. 

Liao Xiaoyun immediately scolded him, "Are you stupid? You really want to 
fight with him here? He had some ability around here, and he could get a lot 

of people. You won't be a match by yourself, so just forget it. 11 

Zhao Qian caressed Liao Xiaoyun's long hair and asked, "Isn't this what you 

wanted me to come here for? Now that I've taken the initiative to solve the 

problem with him, why are you so afraid now? 11 

"I admit that I had that thought before, but I've changed my mind now. I 

don't want you to fight someone else for me. If you get hurt in a fight, who's 

going to take me to dinner or a movie? "Hurry up and leave, you're not 

allowed to stay! 11 
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Liao Xiaoyun pulled Zhao Qian along and wanted to leave, but it was too late. 

"Get your stinking hands away from me! F * ck you! 11

Chiang Tao's angry voice sounded. Zhao Qjan looked towards the direction of 

the voice and saw that this grandson had brought dozens of people over. It 

seemed like this grandson had spent a lot of effort just to act tough. 

Seeing that, Liao Xiaoyun quickly pulled Zhao Qjan and ran. 

With a ferocious expression, Chiang Tao shouted: "Stop them!" 

Dozens of people swarmed forward and surrounded Zhao Qjan and Liao 
Xiaoyun. 
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C152 I Don't like Your Arrogance 

"You still want to run? Wasn't that awesome from before? How would he 

know fear? "Too late! 11 Chiang Tao shouted with a savage look. 

r port 

Liao Xiaoyun's classmates had just walked out of the school gate and were 

about to take the bus downtown to buy clothes. Seeing this scene, they all 
gathered around. 

"It's over! This time, Chiang Tao is really angry. He called so many people! " 

11 Sigh ... 11 Then what do we do? If he were to be admitted to the hospital, 
would we still be able to go to those two companies? 11 

"But what can we do? "This is Chiang Tao. Who dares to interfere?" 

The students all thought that Zhao Qian was dead for sure. After all, it was 
Chiang Tao who had angered him. 

There were people in the school who were better than Chiang Tao's family, 
but there wasn't anyone as arrogant and ruthless as him. 

In short, Zhao Qian was finished. 

Zhao Qian pulled back his hand and said to Chiang Tao with a smile, '' I don't 

want to run. It was because Liao Xiaoyun didn't want to see you that she 

pulled me to run away. She said it would be bad if everyone knew that she was 

pregnant, so it would be better for her to run. " 

Liao Xiaoyun rolled her eyes and punched Zhao Qian, pouting, "What 

nonsense are you spouting? 11 So annoying ... " 

Having been toyed with by Liao Xiaoyun all day, Zhao Qian was furious, so he 
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wanted to take the opportunity to mess with her. 

Zhao Qian chuckled, pointed at Liao Xiaoyun and said to Chiang Tao, "Did you 
see that? You 're shy. So even if I quit now, can you still accept her? I definitely 

don't want anyone to raise a son for me. When the child is born, give it to me. 
"How about it?" 

"You ... 11 

Chiang Tao was so angry that he couldn't even get his breath out. He choked 
on his saliva and started to cough violently. 

The onlookers mocked. 

"Aiyo, aiyo ... 11 Young Master Jiang must be sick! "Then I can't let Xiaoyun 
and you, not infect her and then infect our child.'' 

Zhao Qian' s words angered Chiang Tao to death, not to mention Liao Xiaoyun. 

"What did you say?" If you keep talking nonsense again, I'll get angry. 11 Liao 

Xiaoyun pouted angrily. 

Zhao Qian smiled happily and did not continue to joke with her. 

Chiang Tao was furious and shouted: "You really want to die, don't you! Fine! 

I'll help you! Beat him until he can't get up! I, Chiang Tao, will take on any 

consequences, and I won't let you take the blame! " 

With Chiang Tao's order, those who took the money immediately got ready to 

take action! 

"I told you to be so blunt, what do we do now?" Liao Xiaoyun asked anxiously. 

"What are you afraid of? They're going to hit me, not you. I'm not even afraid, 
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what are you afraid of? 11 Zhao Qian replied calmly. 

1

11 really don't know where you get your confidence from. With so many 

people, how can you possibly beat them!?11 Do you think you are Cheng Long! 
1
1 Liao Xiaoyun reprimanded. 

It was school time now. Besides the students, the teachers had also come out. 

Coincidentally, Liao Xiaoyun1s management teacher also came out. Seeing 

that Zhao Qian was surrounded, he walked over and asked: "What 
happened?" 

Chiang Tao and the rest immediately framed Zhao Qian for provoking them. 
They were looking for revenge. 

"Nonsense! 11 This is a school, a place to learn, not a place for you to fight! All 
of you get lost, or I '11 call the police! 1

1

After all, he was the Principal of the School of Economics. The professor I s 
words were very useful, so Chiang Tao didn't dare to not give him face. 
However, he wasn't willing to let Zhao Qian go just like that. 

11Brat, if you're a man, come with me to the northern mountains to settle this. 

If you weren't a man, you could go now. But let me tell you, since this matter 

has not been resolved, I will look for you until I find you and resolve this 

matter! So don't think that you can escape just like that, it's impossible! 11 

Liao Xiaoyun said angrily, "Chiang Tao, you 're done! This matter started 

because of me, so if you have the ability, come at me, don't involve others. 11 

Chiang Tao laughed coldly and replied, "This is a fight between two men, it 

has nothing to do with you. 11Kid, just give me one word. Do you dare to follow 
me to the North Mountain?1

1 
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Zhao Qian shook his head and Chiang Tao immediately burst out laughing. 

"Scared? "Fine, kneel down and apologize to me in front of everyone. I 

promise not to produce Liao Xiaoyun again, then I'll let you go! 11 Chiang Tao 
said arrogantly. 

Zhao Qian laughed and replied, "I'm afraid that you will bring these people to 
the hospital, you won't be able to bear the consequences." 

The moment he said this, the scene went into an uproar. 

Those who didn't know Zhao Qj.an expressed their confusion. 

"Who is this kid?" So arrogant! "First, let's not talk about Chiang Tao. Just 
facing dozens of people, is he not afraid?" 

"Maybe he wants to act cool in front of his girlfriend. He's too embarrassed to 

admit defeat in front of so many people. "When we go to the North Mountain, 
there won't be so many people watching. We'll definitely admit defeat." 

"That's too risky. Once we go to the North Mountain, Chiang Tao will not give 

him a chance to admit his mistakes. Let's see what he will do." 

Those who had already dealt with Zhao Qj.an expressed concern. 

"Sigh ... " I hope that Chiang Tao will treat him a little more lightly, and not 

disturb our interview. " 

'' How is that possible? It's not like we don't know who Chiang Tao is. If you' re 

unlucky and you're in the hospital for ten days, it could take even longer. " 

"I really don't know what to say. I hope he's okay, and I hope he's taught a 
lesson. '' 
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Chiang Tao did not want to give Zhao Qian any chance, so he yelled: "Fuck, if 
you want to die, then don't blame me for not giving you a chance." These 
brothers of mine are with Brother Cheng, even if you are capable, you can 
fight against ten of them, but you must think about the consequences of 
beating them! 11

"Oh, now that you mention it, I'm really a bit scared." Zhao Qian said in 
disdain. 

"Hehe ... 11 You're still being stubborn, aren't you? Then let's not waste any 
more time. Let's go to the North Mountain. Brothers, take him away! 11 Chiang
Tao roared. 

"All of you, f * eking stand still!" 

At this moment, a rough voice called out, causing everyone to look in the 
direction of the voice. The scene immediately quieted down. The person who 
came was none other than the famous and famous Brother Cheng of the 
Higher Education Mega Centre, Zhou Cheng. 

In this area, KTV and other entertainment venues were either opened by Zhou 
Cheng or owned by him. It was enough to see just how powerful he was. 

No matter how powerful Zhou Cheng was, he still had to listen to his boss, 
Yang Hu. 

Most of the dozens of people Chiang Tao had hired were lackeys from Zhou 
Cheng's underlings. Since they had nothing to do, they charged money to 
fight for their students. 

"Brother Cheng! 11 

"Brother Cheng ... 11 
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Seeing the leader, these hooligans quickly bowed and greeted him. 

Chiang Tao quickly went up to greet him, and very respectfully said to Zhou 
Cheng, "Brother Cheng, why have you come here personally?" 

rt 

Zhou Cheng glanced at Chiang Tao indifferently and replied, "I heard they 
were going to help people fight, so I came to take a look If there is a need for 
me to act, then I must act in time. 11 

"Haha ... " Brother Cheng is too polite. There is no need for you to personally 
deal with such a minor character. However, since Brother Cheng has already 
come, I cannot let you come here for nothing. I'll treat you later, please do 
honor to me, Brother Cheng. " Chiang Tao said in a flattering manner. 

At this moment, Yang Hu sent a WeChat message to Zhao Qian. 

"Young Master, Zhou Cheng is over. You can leave, he' 11 take care of it." 

Zhao Qian kept his phone and said to Zhou Cheng, "Brother Cheng, I'll leave 
this to you. The next time I come, I don't want to see him as arrogant as 
before. " 

With that, Zhao Qian pulled Liao Xiaoyun's hand and swaggered away in front 

of everyone. 

"Understood!" Leave it to me! " Zhou Cheng shouted. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. What was going on? 

Chiang Tao asked doubtfully, "Brother Cheng, what does that mean?" 

"Don't you understand? They don't like you being too arrogant, so they need 

my help to teach you how to be a good person. "Men, take him to the North 
Mountain." 
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With Zhou Cheng1s order, Chiang Tao didn1t even have the chance to speak 
before he was sent flying with his mouth covered. 

"No ... 11 What was going on? Brother Cheng came here specifically to save 
him? 11 

"Where did he come from, to be able to get Brother Cheng to personally come 
and save him, and to even act against Chiang Tao for his sake! 11

"A goddess is indeed a goddess. Her judgement is indeed not bad. A person 
that even Brother Cheng has to give face to, is definitely a big shot! " 

"Looks like we have underestimated him. Only someone like him is worthy of 
the goddess. 11 
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